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I.

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for the opportunity to present the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff's views on the major issues involved in developing standards for
disposal of high-level wastes (HLW).

Under the provisions of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act (as well as earlier legislation), the NRC is one of three Federal
agencies with a role to play in disposal of HLW.

The Department of Energy has

the responsibility for actual disposal of HLW --

developing a repository and

operating it. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been charged
with developing the environmental standards that will be used to evaluate the
safety of the repository developed by DOE.

NRC is the implementor --

the

regulatory agency that will determine whether DOE's proposal does, in fact,
comply with the requirements of EPA's standards.

The NRC's regulatory role causes the NRC to have a strong interest in both the
form and the content of HLW standards.

Of course, the NRC's first interest is

protection of public health and safety. We look to EPA's standards to define an
adequate level of public health protection. When implementing EPA's standards,
the NRC staff's major concern is with the clarity of the standards and the
practicality of evaluating compliance with them during licensing.

However, the

NRC staff also recognizes a strong national interest in proceeding with HLW
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disposal in a manner that is adequately safe.

The NRC staff therefore is

concerned that the standards should provide a level of safety that is sufficient
to adequately protect future generations, but is not so stringent that
demonstrating compliance with the standards becomes needlessly costly or time
consuming.

With those basic concerns in mind, let me now turn to the basic

safety goal for HLW disposal, and then discuss the major issues the NRC staff
believes will be important in formulating standards to achieve that basic goal.

II. THE BASIC SAFETY GOAL
More than a decade ago, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act set up a national program
for development of deep geologic repositories for disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes (HLW). This decision was not reached lightly. A wide range
of alternative disposal technologies, ranging from subseabed disposal to disposal
in space, had earlier been evaluated by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
After selection of repository disposal as the preferred technology, the safety
of deep geologic disposal of HLW was reviewed twice, by the U.S.. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). First, the Waste Confidence Decision of 1984 found
reasonable assurance that safe disposal of HLW in a repository is technically
feasible.

Then, in 1990, the NRC reviewed and reaffirmed its earlier views on

the technical feasibility of safe repository disposal.

And, the U.S. has not

been alone in its pursuit of repository disposal. Other nations with substantial
nuclear power programs have also endorsed the concept of disposal of HLW in deep
geologic repositories.

One might reasonably ask the question 'On what basis has this generation, today,
selected repository disposal and evaluated its safety?'
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The answer lies, I

think, in what can be called the 'Societal Pledge to Future Generations.*
Pledge is really very simple.

The

First, it assumes that future societies will be

just as concerned as we are today about the potential health hazards of radiation
exposure.

No more and no less.

The Pledge then promises to provide future

societies with the same protection from radiation we would expect for ourselves.
No more and no less. The Pledge further promises to provide that protection in
a way that does not impose burdens on future societies.

In other words, future

societies will not need to take special precautions to protect themselves from
the radioactive materials we generate today. Instead, we will do today whatever
is necessary to ensure an adequate level of radiation protection. This Pledge
is, I believe, what decision-makers in the U.S. and other nations had in mind
when deep geologic disposal was selected as the preferred technology and was
declared to be safe.

Of course, the Pledge I Just described is rather general and lacks many important
details.

Development of those details, in the form of recommendations for

environmental standards, is the charter of this panel of the National Academy of
Sciences.

Many difficult issues must be addressed by the panel, including

several that I will discuss in a moment.

I think, however, that the difficulty

of some issues can be reduced by accepting the Societal Pledge I described. When
considering-Mvironmental standards, we should not try to forecast possible cures
for cancer, capabilities to detect and correct genetic abnormalities, long-term
changes in societal lifestyles and preferences, and so on. Itwill be difficult
enough to predict the geologic evolution of a repository site.

Trying to also

predict human and societal evolution over thousands of years, and to litigate
those predictions during licensing, seems to me to be both unproductive and
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unnecessary.

Instead, we should assume that human beings and their social

institutions will remain much as they are today and, based on that assumption,
we should provide for the future the same protection from radiation we would
demand for ourselves.

Trying to speculate about the ways in which humans or

societies might change over thousands of years in the future, and to tailor
standards to those changes, seems a very difficult undertaking with little chance
of success.

III.

THE ISSUES

As I see it,there are at least seven major issues that need to be addressed by
this panel.

Let me discuss each of these issues.

(l)Health-based versus technology-based standards. Any environmental standard
should have as its underlying basis a safety goal for the allowable health risk
to an individual or a population. Perhaps the most fundamental issue facing this
panel is the way in which the safety goal should be determined.

When EPA

developed its 1985 standards, the underlying safety goal was largely based on
EPA's analyses of the waste isolation capabilities of several hypothetical HLW
repositories.

EPA estimated the health effects that might be caused by those

repositories, compared that level of health effects to the estimated impacts of
unmined uranium ore, natural background radiation and similar reference points,
and then required that any real repository perform at least as well as EPA's
hypothetical repositories. Thus, the safety goal underlying EPA's 1985 standards
can be termed *technology-based because it was derived from EPA's analyses of
the waste isolation capabilities of repositories.
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The advantage of a technology-based safety standard is that it largely eliminates
questions about whether the projected impacts of a repository will be *as low as
reasonably achievable

(ALARA).

After all, the whole purpose of a technology-

based standard is to require the best level of performance that a particular
technology is thought to be able to provide.

Thus, a technology-based standard

can largely eliminate any need for a time-consuming and controversial ALARA
analysis during the licensing review for a specific repository. The disadvantage
of a technology-based standard is the potential for such a standard to be overly
stringent if EPA misjudges the waste isolation capability of repositories or the
costs of achieving compliance.

Failure to recognize the potential for gaseous

release of carbon-14 from an unsaturated zone repository illustrates the
vulnerability of technology-based standards when applied to a new or evolving
technology like HLW disposal.

There also is no guarantee that a pureTy

technology-based standard would be adequately protective.

In contrast to EPA's technology-based safety goal, the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has recommended a whealth-based' safety goal.
The ICRP examined other risks accepted by society and, on that basis, developed
recommended dose and risk limits for individuals who might be exposed to releases
from a repository in the future. The ICRP's recommendations can be characterized
as 'health-based' because they represent the Judgment of the ICRP as to the
highest level of health risk that any person should ever be subjected to,
regardless of the costs or technical difficulties of achieving compliance.

The Energy Policy Act asks this panel to consider whether a Ohealth-based
standard' would be reasonable. Inmy view, use of the term 'health-based' refers
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to the type of safety goal recommended by the ICRP, in contrast to the
technology-based health goal previously adopted by EPA. As I stated earlier, one
of the most fundamental issues facing this panel iswhether a health-based safety
goal, like that recommended by the ICRP, would provide a reasonable basis for
EPA's HL

standards and whether such a basis would be preferable to the

technology-based approach previously used by EPA.

In the NRC staff's view, EPA should reduce the emphasis placed on technical
achievability when deriving its standards. The carbon-14 issuew illustrates the
vulnerability of technology-based standards to new information.

For a new

undertaking, like a HLV repository, there is a real potential for technologybased standards to be unreasonably stringent if all significant releases cannot
be identified and included in the derivation of those standards. On the other
hand, there is no guarantee that technology-based standards will be adequately
protective.

For these reasons, the NRC staff has recommended to EPA that much

more emphasis be placed on health-based reasoning when deriving EPA's HLW
standards.

(2)Individual versus pooulation protection. The second major issue facing this
panel involves the type of radiation protection to be emphasized by EPA's
standards
whole.

-

protection for individuals or protection for the population as a

EPA's 1985 standards emphasized protection of populations by imposing

wcontainment requirements* that limited the cumulative amount of radioactive
material released over 10,000 years.

Incontrast, the Energy Policy Act now asks

whether a standard, *based upon doses to individual members of the public," would
be reasonable.
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EPA's decision to base its 1985 standards on population impacts rather than on
protection of individuals was EPA's most significant departure from the
traditional concepts of radiation protection, from the recommendations of
advisory groups like the ICRP, and from the practices of other nations.

EPA's

defense of its decision was two-fold -- practicality and a desire to emphasize
waste containment rather than dilution.

EPA's practicality concern deserves close attention by this panel.

Ten years

ago, the Waste Isolation Systems Panel of the National Academy of Sciences warned
that large individual doses can occur if humans consume contaminated groundwater
in the vicinity of a HLW repository.

The reason is simple -- groundwater flow

rates are too low to provide significant dilution of potential releases.

When

trivial doses were estimated for a repository at Hanford, it was assumed thit
releases would be diluted in the Columbia River. There is no Columbia River near
Yucca Mountain.

In fact, at Yucca Mountain, consumption of groundwater may be

the most likely pathway for repository releases to reach humans.

Since

groundwater flow provides little dilution of releases, unacceptably large doses
may be predicted to occur unless a Yucca Mountain repository performs much better
than would have been required by EPA's 1985 standards.

There are strong arguments in favor of an individual protection standard, either
as a supplement to EPA's cumulative release limits, or as a replacement for those
release limits.

One of the first principles of radiation protection has always

been to provide an adequate level of protection for each individual potentially
exposed to radiation.

Questions have been raised about EPA's 1985 standards

because those standards depart from that tradition.
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When this panel considers

whether to recommend adoption of an individual dose standard, the panel will also
need to face the challenge of finding a practical way to make such a standard
workable for a repository where no large river is available to dilute potential
releases, but which has clear advantages for containment of wastes.

The NRC staff considers that radiation protection for individuals should be a
part of EPA's standards.

However, it will be very important to ensure that an

individual protection standard is applied in a reasonable manner. An individual
protection standard should not attempt to protect all individuals, under all
conceivable circumstances, at all times in the future. For example, it does not
seem reasonable to try to protect a hypothetical farm family located at the
boundary of a Yucca Mountain repository, when it is unlikely that such a farn
family will ever exist.

Instead, a more realistic scenario would involve

exploitation of groundwater near Yucca Mountain as a supplement to the municipal
water supply for regional populations. Water consumers in the region would then
form the critical group whose doses would be limited by an individual protection
standard.

(3)Fundamental versus derived standard. Development of environmental standards
usually begins with establishment of an underlying basic safety goal, expressed
in terms of an allowable dose or health risk to an individual or a population.
However, it is not necessary to express the standard directly in terms of that
fundamental goal.

Instead, the standard can be expressed in terms of a derived

quantity, such as quantity or concentration of radioactive material released to
the environment.

The advantage of a derived, release limit standard is

simplicity. Evaluations of compliance need not predict who will live where, or
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how they will live, for thousands of years into the future. The disadvantage of
a derived standard is the possibility that conditions near a repository will be
different from those assumed when deriving the standard from the basic safety
goal.

If so, the actual health risk caused by releases from a repository might

be significantly different from the basic.safety goal.

As we all know, EPA's 1985 standards were expressed in terms of release limits
derived from EPA's analyses of the expected performance of hypothetical
repositories. Those release limits were controversial, at least in part, because
the release limits were derived using a world-average

biosphere that bore

little resemblance to the biosphere likely to exist near Yucca Mountain. Thus,
the actual number of health effects that might be caused by releases from Yucca
Mountain might also bear little resemblance to EPA's health effects goal.

Now,

the Energy Policy Act asks this panel to consider whether a standard 'based upon
doses' to individual members of the public is reasonable. I interpret the phrase
'based upon doses' to allow this panel to consider derived standards, such as
limits on concentrations of radionuclides released to the environment, as well
as standards that directly limit doses.

The issue before this panel is whether

the simplicity of derived standards, and the relative ease of evaluating
compliance with them during licensing, outweighs the potential for derived
standards to depart from the underlying basic safety goal.

The NRC staff has supported a derived standard (e.g., a limit on radionuclide
releases) because such a standard would be easier to implement during licensing
than a fundamental standard expressed in terms of doses or health risks.

Of

course, if a derived standard is to be used, it would be necessary to avoid
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unrealistic assumptions in the derivation of the standard. A fundamental (dose
or health risk) standard would also be acceptable, Rrovided that such a standard
could be implemented using some type of Ostatic or Preference' biosphere. The
NRC staff would object to any fundamental standard that permitted unlimited
speculation about future human locations, lifestyles and societal conditions.

(4) Active institutional control.

EPA's 1985 standards assumed that active

institutional controls (guarding or monitoring a site and remedial activities)
will not be relied upon for more than 100 years after repository closure as the
means to achieve acceptable waste isolation. The Energy Policy Act now asks this
panel to advise EPA on the potential for post-closure oversight to prevent an
unreasonable risk of breaching the repository's barriers or of causing
unacceptable radiation doses to the public.

The advantage of relying on active institutional controls is the potential to
reduce the near-term cost of achieving and demonstrating compliance with the
environmental standards for Yucca Mountain.

Some probabilistic projections,

especially those involving human intrusion, will likely be contentious during a
licensing review and substantial efforts may be needed to demonstrate acceptable
repository performance.

Societal practices such as monitoring drinking water

quality could provide effective protection of populations near a repository, and
credit for such practices could be beneficial in demonstrating repository safety.

The disadvantage of reliance on active controls is the history of loss of such
controls which raises questions about the wisdom of relying on institutions to
ensure repository safety. Historical examples of durable institutions generally
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involve functions that societies find useful (e.g., maintaining records), and it
is difficult to project the willingness of future societies to perpetually
monitor a repository site.

The NRC's regulations for geologic repositories have not assumed that active
institutional controls would be effective in preventing human intrusion for more
than 100 years after facility closure.

This assumption appeared to be prudent

for a HIW repository, since no practical method has ever been identified to
guarantee that such active institutional controls will persist or will continue
to be effective.

Passive institutional controls, however, such as monuments,

markers and land-use records, are likely to persist and be effective indeterring
future human intrusion into a repository.

(5) Probabilistic standards.

The cumulative release limits of EPA's 1985

standards applied to virtually all causes of releases, including human intrusion.
Concerns about the scientific predictability of intrusion is reflected in the
Energy Policy Act's identification of post-closure oversight and human intrusion
as subjects for this panel's review.

Predicting the probabilities of some rare

geologic events, such as volcanic activity at Yucca Mountain, could prove nearly
as troublesome as predictions of human intrusion.

Therefore, I encourage this

panel to include rare geologic events, along with human intrusion, when
considering whether it ispossible to make scientifically supportable predictions
of potential repository disruptions.

In probabilistic risk assessments, the probability that an event will occur
cannot always be determined from the historical frequency of occurrence of
11

similar events.

For rare events, the estimated probabilities are often values

that represent an Individual's degree of belief (grounded on some theoretical or
empirical foundation) that the events will occur.

Although such probability

estimates might not be scientifically verifiable inthe most rigorous sense, they
have provided an adequate basis for past regulatory decisions (e.g., regarding
seismic potential in the eastern United States).

Thus, it is reasonable to

expect that a probabilistic standard will prove workable during licensing.
Nevertheless, some of the events of concern for predicting the performance of a
repository may be even more speculative than events dealt with inthe past, and
could be difficult to evaluate during licensing.

In the NRC staff's view,

implementing probabilistic standards during repository licensing will be
challenging, but should ultimately prove to be feasible.

(6)As low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

EPA's 1985 standards did not

contain a specific requirement that projected releases be ALARA.

EPA's

containment requirements, which were derived from analyses of the waste isolation
capabilities of hypothetical HLW repositories, were effectively generic ALARA
levels. Incontrast, an explicit ALARA requirement isa prominent feature of the
recommendations of international advisory organizations.

The principal advantage of an explicit ALARA requirement would be consistency
with other radiation protection standards. The disadvantage would be significant
difficulties in evaluating compliance with such a criterion.

The large

uncertainties inprojected repository performance would make any case-specific
ALARA analysis highly speculative, especially if the performance of real or
hypothetical alternative sites were to be considered.
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The NRC staff would object to any broad-based requirement that repository
releases be demonstrated to be ALARA, especially if such a requirement were
applied to site selection.

The NRC's regulations now contain a requirement for

consideration of alternatives to the major design features of a repository. Any
more extensive ALARA analysis is likely to prove speculative and unworkable.

(7) 10.000-year period of concern.

The containment requirements of EPA's 1985

standards applied only for the first 10,000 years after repository closure.

In

contrast, the recommendations of some international advisory groups and the
regulations of some other nations are open-ended, restricting individual doses
and risks in perpetuity. While not specifically addressed by the Energy Policy
Act, questions have been raised about the time period for which environmental
standards should be applied at Yucca Mountain.

The advantage of a 10,000-year cut-off can be stated very simply -- practicality.
With a 10,000-year cut-off, the licensing process does not need to consider very
speculative long-term geologic and climatic changes that might disrupt repository
performance. On the other hand, some of the hazardous constituents of high-level
waste have half-lives exceeding 10,000 years, and releases of those materials
could pose a significant human health hazard well

beyond 10,000 years.

Previously, EPA reasoned that a repository that is able to meet its standards for
the first 10,000 years after disposal would be likely to perform well for longer
times, as well.

It should be noted that, when EPA's standards were challenged

in a Federal court, the court did find that EPA's explanation of its 10,000-year
limit was adequate.
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The NRC staff prefers that any numerical HLW standard be applied only for a
limited time after disposal (e.g., 10,000 years).

The farther into the future

one tries to predict repository performance, the more uncertain those predictions
will be.

In the NRC staff's view, the very large uncertainties inherent in

estimating releases over very long times makes it impractical to make a
scientifically rigorous demonstration of compliance with numerical regulatory
limits. Instead, potential releases that might occur after the regulatory period
should be estimated by DOE and disclosed in a suitable format, such as an
Environmental Impact Statement.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, let me return to my earlier remarks about the basic Societal
Pledge we are making to future generations.
every nuance of future society's

We are nd promising to predict

attitudes

toward,

or concerns about,

radiological hazards. Nor are we trying to forecast the full range of potential
changes in societal lifestyles and potential modes of exposure to releases from
a repository.

We are simply promising to provide future humans with the same

type of radiological protection, and the same level of safety, that we would
demand for ourselves.

If this panel can focus its deliberations on determining

the safety standards we would find acceptable today, I think reasonable and
workable recomendations for HLW disposal standards can be developed.

I wish you

great success in your deliberations, and I offer you any support from the staff
of the NRC that you might find helpful in your efforts.
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MAY MEETING
MID-MIOCENE PRECIOUS METAL DEPOSITS OF THE BULLFROG HILLS AND BARE
MOUNTAIN, NYE COUNTY, NEV.: VARIABLE RELATIONS TO MAGMATIC AND TECTONIC
ACTIVITY IN THE SOUTHWESTERN NEVADA VOLCANIC FIELD
Epithermal Au-Ag deposits in the Bullfrog Hills and northern and eastern Bare Mountain have attracted considerable exploration
and mining activity for nearly 90 years, but until recently few details were known ofthe regional geologic settings of the mineralization,
or ofthe time-space and genetic relations between individual deposits. The Bullfrog Hills and northern flank of Bare Mountain consist
of an extensional allochthon composed largely of rhyolitic ash-flow and near-vent pyroclastic aprons, which are in turn capped by CM.
10 Ma flows of latite and basalt. Major ash-flow units include outflow sheets of the Lithic Ridge, Crater Flat, Paintbrush, and Timber
Mountain Tuff, erupted about 15-11.4 Ma from the central caldera complex of the southwestern Nevadavolcanic field. The volcanic
rocks are highly faulted and tilted as much as 90° and are separated from underlying, complexly deformed sedimentary and
metamorphic rocks oflate Precambrian and Paleozoic age to the south by the presently low-angle Original Bullfrog - Fluorspar Canyon
(OB-FC) detachment fault. Stratigraphic and structural relations demonstrate that major tilting above the Fluorspar Canyon segment
in northern Bare Mountain occurred between 12.8 Ma and 11.6 Ma, but major movement on the original Bullfrog segment did not
commence until after about 11.4 Ma. Flat-lying alluvial gravels, in which are interbedded distal tuffs of the Spearhead Member of the
Stonewall Flat Tuff, overlap tilted upper plate rocks, showing that major extension ceased by about 7.6 Ma.
Precious metals deposits in the Bullfrog Hills, such as those at the Lac Gold Bullfrog mine, the Montgomery-Shoshone mine,
Rhyolitemines, Original Bullfrog mine, Gold Barmine, Mayflowermine, and Pioneer-Yellowjacketareaconsistofcrustiform banded,
multi-stage quartz-calcite fissure veins and breccia along the OB-FC detachment fault and moderate to steeply dipping faults in the
upper plate. Near-vein alteration consists of adularia and silica flooding, plus disseminated pyrite, and grades outward rapidly to subtle
adularia-albite and illite-bearing assemblages. Arsenic, Ag, Sb, Hg, Mo and base-metal contents are extremely low, except in high-grade
samples; overall the mineralization is typical of the low base-metal class of the adularia-sericite type of epithermal precious metals
deposits. Textural features within the veins and well developed post-mineral fault surfaces indicate that mineralization accompanied
extensional faulting, and that fault movements continued after the end of mineralization. 4Ar/"Ar and K-Ar are determinations on
adularia range from about 11 Ma to about 8.7 Ma, placing constraints on the absolute age of fault movements, and showing that
hydrothermal activity and mineralization were coeval with and followed by as much as 1-1.5 m.y. the end of local volcanism.
Along the east flank of Bare Mountain Au-Ag deposits at the Sterling mine, Goldspar/Diamond Queen fluorite mine, Joshua
Hollow and Mother Lode mine are situated in areas of argillic alteration closely spatially associated with a swarm of steeply dipping,
silicic porphyry dikes. The dikes, emplaced about 14.9-13.9 Ma, have coarsely granophyric textures and contain hypersaline secondary
fluid inclusions. Gold mineralization is very finely disseminated within the dikes and adjacent sedimentary rocks and has a number
of geologic and chemical characteristics considered typical of the"Carlin-type" class of epithermal Au-Ag deposits. In addition, elevated
concentrations ofMo, Bi, and F (±Te) are present, suggestive of a porphyry-type magmatic influence. At the Mother Lode mine Au
mineralization is present both above and below the detachment fault and is structurally controlled by dikes. Deposits to the east and
south lie structurally far below the detachment. Cross-cutting relations and radiometric ages of alteration minerals suggest that
hydrothermalactivityandAu mineralization tookplace at about 13-12.5 Maand may havecontinued to 11-12 Ma. Westofthe Mother
Lode mine nearly identical Au mineralization is present beneath the Fluorspar Canyon fault within Paleozoic sedimentary rocks and
at and near the Daisy fluorite mine. Above the Fluorspar Canyon fault, to the northeast of the Daisy mine, the Crater Flat Tuff hosts
geochemically similar disseminated Au mineralization that was truncated by pre-I 1.6 Ma fault displacement. Movement along the
Fluorspar Canyon segment of the detachment fault system, although penecontemporaneous with mineralization, appears to have
played little, if any, direct role in the genesis of the disseminated Au-Ag deposits. The close spatial association of much of the
disseminated Au mineralization with the porphyry dikes and the elevated Mo, F, and Bi (±Te) argue for a genetic connection between
the hydrothermal activity and inferred, deeper porphyry magmatic activity.
Episodes of precious metal mineralization in the Bullfrog Hills formed quartz-carbonate fissure veins intimately and genetically
related to upper crustal normal faulting that accommodated a major pulse of detachment-style extension in the region during and after
the waning stages of Timber Mountain magmatic and volcanic activity. In strong contrast, Carlin-type disseminated Au-Ag deposits
in Bare Mountain are localized by silicic porphyry dikes and high-angle faults and fractures both above and beneath the Fluorspar
Canyon segment of the regional detachment fault system, and dose spatial and likely genetic relations are present between this
mineralization and deeper poryphyry-type magmatic activity.
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Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
1994 Budget Process
June 15, 1993
Introductions & Opening Remarks:
Joseph N. Fiore, Acting Assistant Manager
Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management
Overview of 1994 Program Budget:
Joseph N. Flore
1994 Waste Management Budget:
Layton I. O'Neill, Acting Director
Waste Management Division
1994 Environmental Restoration Budget:
Stephen A. Mellington, Acting Director
Environmental Restoration Division
1994 Technology Development Budget:
John B. Hall, Acting Director
Technology Development and Program Management Division
Public Participation Process:
Joseph N. Fore
Closing Remarks:
Joseph N. Fiore
Questions and Answers:
Dr. Larry Barton, Facilitator
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

ENCLOSURE 15

PREUMINARY AGENDA
BOARD ON RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
National Research Council
Holiday Inn, 325 E. Flamingo Road
Las Vegas, Nevada
June 23-24, 1993

Wednesday. June 23. 1993
EXECUTIVE SESSION
8:30 am. to 5:00 p.m.

Thursday. June 24. 1993
OPEN SESSION
8:30 a.m.

View from the DOE Secretary's Office

9:15

The Yucca Mountain Project

10:00

The Yucca Mountain Project (continued)

11:45

Proposed Alternative Strategy for the
DOE's Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management Program

Jeny Saltzman,
Tom Isaacs, DOE OCRWM

LUNCH BREAK

1:30 p..m.

Alternative Strategy (cont'd)

2:15

Analysis of Strategies to Manage Nuclear
Waste from Power Plants

3:00

State of Nevada Viewpoint

3:30

Discussion

3:45

Carl Gertz, et at., DOE YMPO

BREAK

10:15

12:30

Dan Relcher, DOE

BREAK
EXECUTIVE SESSION

4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Ralph Keeney, USC
Bob Loux, NWPO
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ENCLOSURE 17a

(Rev. 1, 5/3/93)
AGENDA
YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT - PROJECT MANAGER'SITPO MEETING
MAY 7, 1993, FRIDAY
SAIC CONFERENCE ROOM 450
TIME

WHAT

WHO

EXPECTED OUTCOME

9:00-9:15

Welcome & Introductions
o Review Agenda

C. Gertz

9:15-10:00

Status of Yucca Mountain
Site Characterization
Project

C. Gertz

Understand Current
Status of Program
and Project

10:00-10:15

Status of Design and
Construction Effort Supporting
the Exploratory Studies Facility
(ESF)

W. Simecka

Understand Current
Status of ESF
Design and
Construction Effort

10:15-10:30

Status of Surface Based Testing
(SBT) Program and the Preparation
and Approval of Study Plans(SPs)

R. Dyer

Understand Current
Status of SBT
Program and SPs

10:30-10:45

BREAK

10:45-11:30

Water-Rock Interactions in
the New Zealand Hydrothermal
Systems: Reconnaissance
Efforts at Validating
Geochemical Models

W. Glassley

Understand Current
Status of Geochemical
Model Development

11:30-12:00

Changing Water Levels During
Drilling of Test Well
UE-25 UJZ-16

A. Flint

Current Understanding
of Unsaturated/
Saturated Zone Interface
at UZ-16

12:00

ADJOURN FOR LUNCH
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TOPICS
* Secretary O'Leary letter
- Guidance for the Site Characterization Plan at
Yucca Mountain

* DOE Notice 1100.32
-

Departmental Organization and Management

* QA Audit
* National Academy of Sciences support to the
Energy Policy Act 1992
* VIP visits
* NWTRB
* Congressional testimony
* International High-Level Radioactive Waste
Management Conference
* Contracting Officer Technical Representative
* GAO Report
* 803 Report
* Upcoming Events
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The Secretary of Energy
Washington, DC 20585
April 6, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR LAKE H. BARRETT, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
SUBJECT:

Guidance for the Site Characterization Plan at
Yucca Mountain

The successful completion of the mission of the Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management program is one of the most critical
environmental challenges facing the Nation. Since becoming the
Secretary of Energy, I have met with many interested parties, have
reviewed numerous written reports and have been reviewing the
status of the program. During this early stage of my review I
have found that the program needs to refocus its efforts to
improve in two broad areas: increased emphasis on the highest
quality scientific work and the more effective inclusion of
external parties in program development and implementation.
As my review of the program continues, I will determine the
classification of program activities into three broad categories:
(1) activities within the program that should proceed as presently
planned; (2) new activities and policies that will be implemented
now; and (3) those activities within the program that require
further reconsideration and that will be reviewed formally with
substantial external consultation.
My assessment of the scientific viewpoints on the issue of
pursuing underground explorations of Yucca Mountain at this time
has convinced me that the key to determining site suitability lies
in exploration of the underground geology and hydrology through
tunnel excavation. Excavation and tunneling activities for the
exploratory studies facility at Yucca Mountain will continue as
currently planned.
I have also reviewed the tunnel sizing issue for the exploratory
studies activity. After carefully considering comments from
various perspectives and in keeping with my commitment to the
highest standards of worker health and safety conditions for the
Department's work force; in recognizing that there will be many
uncertainties as the scientific exploration continues; and given
my responsibilities under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and
associated regulations to protect the integrity of the site,
should it be found suitable for geologic disposal, I have
concluded that a 25-foot diameter tunnel is appropriate.
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Other program activities may continue while my reviews continue.
Examples of such are the development of a design for standardized
containers to support spent fuel transportation, storage, and
disposal and a proposal for revolving fund legislation for
congressional consideration.
To enhance the program's scientific credibility, I want a plan
developed to initiate the creation of a senior position for a
Chief Scientist to oversee the scientific investigations at Yucca
Mountain. The role of the Chief Scientist would be to assure that
all work conducted at Yucca Mountain achieves the highest
scientific quality and that the work is focused on resolving the
issues that are critical to determining the suitability of the
site. The Chief Scientist would also be charged with establishing
a systematic peer review process for the program, that will
include nationally recognized experts in appropriate scientific
disciplines.
The program has fallen into the untenable position of attempting
to meet unrealistic schedules without adequate resources. To
alleviate this problem, I plan to no longer allow the program to
be unnecessarily schedule driven, with the attendant risk of
sacrificing high quality science to meet artificial and
unrealistic deadlines. However, I do expect measurable and
continued progress toward meeting program goals and continued
results in cost reduction and containment. Thus, to assure
consistent resources for the program, and as I indicated above,
I want a proposal developed for legislation for the establishment
of a revolving fund for the program.
During my review, one of the major criticisms I have heard
consistently about the program is its lack of process for ensuring
the serious and systematic involvement of the program's
stakeholders in shaping program decisions. To improve this area,
I want the program to confer with key national stakeholders and to
report back to me within 60 days with a plan for broad
consultation on specific issues I have identified. As part of
that consultation, the program will work with stakeholders to
develop, for my approval, a process for their regular involvement
in the program.
During this consultation all viewpoints will be brought together
by an independent facilitator, who will frame an approach to each
issue for my consideration. Special emphasis should be given to
the views of elected and appointed public officials having direct
constituent responsibilities. The program's activities should
also -be closely coordinated with separate discussions with
Governors and with the consultative activities initiated by the
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners.
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Areas of the program which likely will require further
reconsideration include: consideration of an approach for the
1998 waste acceptance requirement, including utility compensation
alternatives; a full range of options for the near-term storage of
spent fuel pending ultimate disposal; and alternative repository
licensing strategies.
Among the important stakeholders are the States and counties in
which site characterization had, or is continuing, to take place.
The issue of payments-equal-to-taxes continues to be a contentious
issue with these governments, and I would like to see the
Department initiate negotiations to identify whether grounds for
agreements can be reached.
Devising an acceptable strategy for the long term management of
nuclear waste is both a national priority and an opportunity for
the United States to set the standard fpr an international
environmental initiative of overwhelmiKg consequence., ,1
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SUBJECT

DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Effective imedfately, I have approved changes in the Departmental
organization structure reflected in the chart at Attachment 1. To accomplish
this organization concept, Departmental components and functions are being
realigned as described below. Principal objectives of the new concept are to:
-

Make clearer assignments of responsibility.

-

Establish a more streamlined and mission oriented Headquarters
structure.

-

Have internal oversight, management, and central staff functions report
directly to the Office of the Secretary;

-

Structure line programs and related functions to form three areas of
mission responsibility comprised as follows:
--

Energy Programs;
Weapons/Waste Cleanup and related functions; and
Science and Technology Programs.

Assign to Headquarters the primary responsibiflty for program and policy
development, planning, guidance, and oversight.
Assign clear responsibility for daily operations to field elements which
will participate in the formulation of programaplans and development of
Departmental policy.
Define the day-to-day management oversight rol.s of the Deputy Secretary
and the Under Secretary with respect to specific organizations
comprising the Energy programs, the Weapons/Waite Cleanup Programs, and
the Science and Technology Programs.
REPORTING TO THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
1.

Integrate into the Office of Inspector General the administrative and
Investigative activities (from the former Office of Contractor Employee
Protection) required to folowup on contractor employee complaints of
reprisal.

~.STReurioN;
All Departmental Elements

'INITIATED

BY:

Office of the Secretary
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Expand the role and functions of the Office of General Counsel as
.fo I Iows:

a.

b.

Realign the Economic Regulatory Administr~tion as a separate
component within the Office of General Counsel.

Transfer nuclear safety enforcement legal (Price-Anderson
Amendments Act enforcement) functions from the former office of
Nuclear Safety.

An Assistant Secretary for Congressional, Intergovernmental, and

3.

International Affairs consisting of the following components:

a.

The current Assistant Secretary for Congressional,
Intergovernmental and Public Liaison organization, except the
consumer and public liaison functions which are reassigned to the

Office of Public and Consumer Affairs.
b.

International affairs functions of the former Assistant Secretary
for Domestic and International Energy Poli4y, except the
international energy policy function noted below.

4.

Retitle the current Office of Public Affairs as the Office of Public and
Consumer Affairs and reassign the functions and staff of the Office of
Consumer and Public Liaison from the current Offfce of the Assistant
Secretary for Congressional, Intergovernmental and Public Liaison.

S.

A new Assistant Secretary for Policy, Planning and Program Evaluation
comprised of the following components:

6.

a.

Policy, planning, and analysis and international energy policy
segments of the current Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Domestic and International Energy Policy.

b.

Energy emergency planning and analysis activities from the former
Office of Emergency Planning and Operations.

c.

A new Program Evaluation functfon to be created with
responsibility for establishing progtam evaluation criteria.

d.

The Office of Minority Economic Impact.

A new Assistant Secretary for Human Resources and:Administration

comprised of the following components:
a.

The current Office of Procurement, Assistance and Program
Management, except the program/proJect management and control
functions which will be reassigned to the Office of the Associate
Deputy Secretary for Field Management.

DOE N 1100.32 ERRATA
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All of the current Office of Administration and Management, except
the following:
(1) Office of Scientific and Technical Information which will be
reassigned to report to the new Office of Science Education
and Technical Information in the Science and Technology
Programs area; and
(2) Facilities and energy management functions from the Office
of Organization, Resources and Facilities Management which
will be reassigned to the Office of the Associate Deputy
Secretary for Field Management.

c.

The Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business. Utilization.

7.

Consolidate the Board of Contract Appeals into the current Office of
Hearings and Appeals. (Internal structure will maintain a separate
Board of Contract Appeals for rendering decisions pertaining to
contracts disputes and related issues.)

8.

Maintain current Office of Chief Financial Officer.

9.

Expand the role of the current Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Health to include responsibilities for nuclear
safety policy and standards development and oversight.
(1) Nuclear Safety Policy and Standards activities from the Office of
the Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy.
(2) Former Office of Nuclear Safety, except the legal functions of the
Nuclear Safety Enforcement Division (Price-Anderson Amendments Act
enforcement functions) which transfer to the Office of General
Counsel.
(3) Maintaining liaison with the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety
Board and coordination of Departmental responses and interactions
on Board recommendations. (The current Office of the Departmental
Representative to the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board will
be abolished and the staff reassigned.)
(4) Separate organizational units will be established to assure that
the oversight function remains independent of policy development.

10.

A new Office of the Associate Deputy Secretary for Field Management
is established to report to the Office of the Secretary with
responsibility for strategic planning for all field elements and
management coordination and oversight of the multi-purpose Operations
Offices, including assignment of work, resource allocations,
infrastructure requirements, and landlord responsibilities.

Vertical line denotes correction.
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A new Office of the Associate Deputy Secretary 1or Field Management
is established to report-to the Office of the Secretary with
responsibility for strategic planning for all fjeld elements and
management coordination and oversight of the multi-purpose Operations
Offices, including assignment of work, resource;allocations.
infrastructure requirements, and landlord resposibil ities.

a.

To accomplish this role, the following fuictions will be
transferred to the Office of the Associato Deputy Secretary for
Field Management:

b.

(1)

The program/proJect management and Control functions
(current Business Management Review functions are being
redirected to assist in assessing Istlications of current
and proposed Departmental policies on field execution of
programs) will be transferred from the Office of
Procurement, Assistance and Program flanmgement and the
facilities, real property, and utilf ty/nergy management
functions from the Office of Admfnistration and Management.

(2)

The management of Infrastructure respurces functions will be
transferred from.the Deputy Science tnd Technology Advisor
for Civilian Laboratories, Office oflEnergy Research.-

A title change from DOE Field Office to Oporations Office is
consistent with the Intended role of the fdllowlng offices in

matrix support of two or more Program Manadement organizations.
(1) Albuquerque Operations Office;

(2)

Chicago Operations Office;

(3) Idaho Operations Office;
(4) Nevada Operations Office;
(5) Oak Ridge Operations Office;
(6) Richland Operations Office;
(7) San Francisco Operations Office; and
(8) Savannah River Operations Office.
11.

ADVISORY COMNJTTEES. As directed by the President's Executive Order on
"Termination and Limitation of Federal Advisory Committees, a review of
all currently chartered DOE committees is being conducted, and a report
on this assessment will be submitted to the Office of Management and
Budget by mid-May 1993. Pending a decision on the disposition of each
of the current DOE boards and committees, activities of the Secretary of
Energy Advisory Board and all related Task Forces !are being suspended.
The Office of the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board which has performed
staff support to the Secretary and oversight of the Board and Task
Forces will be abolished and the staff reassigned.
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REPORTING TO THE DEPUTY SECRETARY

-

ENERGY PIpGRAMS

1.

The Energy Programs area. of mission responsib Ility encompasses
Departmental energy research, development, demonstration, and
information programs which have near-termi application.

2.

Specific organizations are as follows:a.

0a6

5BG 5313

Organizations reassigned without change at this time, are:
(1)

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy;

(2) Office of Civilian Radioactive Vastelflanagement; and
(3) Energy Information Administration.
b.

Retitle the Assistant Secretary for Conser ation and Renewable
Energy to Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy and reassign oversight of all Power tMarketing
Administrations, as described below.

c.

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Rucl4ar Energy, retitled the

Office of Uuclear Energy, except the Idaho iand Oak Ridge

Operations Offices which are reassi ned tolreport to tfe Office of
the Associate Deputy Secretary for field I4nagement and the
nuclear safety policy and standards functfdns being reassigned to
the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Sifety and Health as
discussed previously. The structural relationship of the Naval
Reactors Program within the Office will not be changed.
d.

The Alaska, Bonneville, Southeastern, Southwestern, and Western
Area Power Administrations will report to the Office of the Deputy
Secretary which will provide management oversight. Washington
staffs of the Power Marketing Administrations will be consolidated
into a single staff within the Office of tht Deputy Secretary to
coordinate DOE Headquarters activities.

REPORTINS TO TQE UNDER SECRETARY
WEAPONS/WASTE CLEANUP PROGRAMS
1.

The Weapons/Waste Cleanup Programs area of missioh responsibility
includes:
a.

Program management of the nuclear weapons research, development,
testing, and production; nuclear waste cleaiup; and site
environmental restoration;

b.

Related National security and operational support to program
management;
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Specific organizations are as follows:
a.

Current Assistant Secretary for Defense Proorams with the
following changes:

(1) Albuquerque, Nevada, and Savannah Riv r Operations Offices

will report to the Office of the Assoh ate Deputy Secretary
for Field Managtment as described aboye; and

(2)

Deputy Science and Technology Advisor: (Defense) functions
are transferred to the Office of Laboratory Management, as
described below.

b.

Current Assistant Secretary for E£vironmentil Restoration and
Waste flanagement, except the Richland Operations Office which is
being reassigned to report to the Office ofthe Associate Deputy
Secretary for Field Management.

c.

A new Office of Intelligence and National SOcurity is established
by consolidating the following organization;, functions, and
activities:
(1)

All of the current Offices of Arms Coltrol and
Nonproliferation, Security Affairs, a6d Intelligence;

(2)

Functions and activities associated with operational
emergency planning and the management of the Emergency
Operations Center from the former Office of Emergency
Planning and Operations.

SCENCEE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
1.

The Science and Technology Programs area of missidn responsibility
represents the Department's role In meeting the 04tion's future science
and technology needs. In addition to direct mana ement of research,
development, and scientific Information programstthere Is a major
responsibility for the effective planning, utilizatton, and management
oversight of the Department's research and development laboratories.

2.

Specific organizations are as follows:
a.

An Office of Energy Research, except the Chicago and San Francisco
Operations Offices which are reassigned to report to the Office of
the Associate Deputy Secretary for Field Maiagement and the
activities transferred below, will continue:responsibility for
management of assigned research programs and for advising the
Secretary on research and development matters.
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b.

A new Office of Science Education and Technical Information is
established by transfer of the University-, and Science Education
Programs from the Office of Energy Researqh and transfer of the
Office of Scientific and Technical Infornmtion from the Office of
Administration and Management.

c.

A new Office of Laboratory Management is established by transfer
of responsibilities for institutional policy and oversight and

other functions related to utilization of 'the Department's
multi-program laboratories as follows:
i
(1) Institutional planning and coordination responsibility for
specific laboratories from Defense PFrograms, Nuclear Energy.
Enwironmental Restoration and Waste Management, and Energy
Research;
(2) Deputy Science and Technology Advisof (Defense) functions
from the Office of the Assistant Sec tetary for Defense
Programs; and
(3) All functions of the Office of Techn logy Utilization and
the Science and Technology Advisor f4xr Civilian
Laboratories, except management of i frastructure resources
functions which will be transferred o the Office of the
Associate Deputy Secretary for Field angement, from the
Office of Energy Research.
IMPLEMFN TATION
Approved changes will be implemented as quickly-as practicable under the
guidance and direction of the Assistant Secretary for ltman Resources and
Administration who will develop a timetable for accomplishing the task and
keep me informed of the progress being made.
One important element of the implementation task isthe'distribution of
management, support, and other indirect staff positions; not specifically
distributed inthe actions above, but which are affected by the reassignment
of major functions and/or program elements. Inthis effort, I expect the
Assistant Secretary for Human Resources and Administration to have the lead.
However, I also expect that all Secretarial Officers will review their
respective organizations and use of staff resources. This should include
tasks to clarify missions and functions, streamline internal organization
structures, and eliminate overlaps to assure a sharper focus on mission
accomplishment and more efficient use of staff resources. Revised fulltime-equivalent (FTE) allocations will be issued for eaci of the successor
organizations as soon as possible after resolution of questions on.
distribution of staff resources arising during the implefnentation process.
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Reporting relationships of field elements, other than Operations Offices and
Power Marketing Administrations, as described above, tre not affected by this
action. However, it is my intent to request that the Assistant Secretary for
Human Resources and Administration lead a review of a I such reporting and
administrative support arrangements as soon as possib e to determine whether
there are more effective management alternatives to b considered and if more
efficient use of staff resources Is possible. Until hat review is completed,
I expect that field managers will examine their Intera al organization
structures, including use of staff resources, and proFose changes to make them
more mission oriented, streamlined, and consistent wit h programmatic
redirection.
Issuance of this Notice cancels Secretary of Energy Notices (SEN), SEN-6E-92,
DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENT , of 2-21-92;9
SEN-IOG-92, AUTHORITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE D0£UTY SECRETARY AND UNDER
SECRETARY, of 4-10-92; SEN-23-90, SUPPORT FOR SCIENCE fATHEMATICS AND
ENGINEERING EDUCATION, of 5-21-90; and SEH-33-91, DEPA tTMENTAL MANAGEMENT OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, of 7-15-91.
A review of all current Departmental Directives (Ordern , Notices, and
Secretary of Energy Notices) will be coordinated by the Assist-ant Secretary
for Human Resources and Administration to assure that r cessary modifications
are made.
I

A table showing the realignment of organization elementk and functions from
.
the old to thie new structure is at Attachment 2.
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ORGANIZATIONAL REALIGNMENTS
Present Organization/
Function
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Office of Nuclear Safety

I

-, WSZ-.6"m

- Legal functions and staff of
the Nuclear Safety Enforcement
Division
- All remaining organizations and
functions

NO

..nvrttn6 et....t;'

sE

Office of the Secretary of Energy
Advisory Board

Abolished
(Staff to be reassigned) 1/

Office of Scheduling and Logistics

Abolished
(Function to be performed in the
Office of the Secretary) 1/

Assistant Secretary, Conservation
and Renewable Energy
- Power Marketing Administrations
Assistant Secretary, Domestic
and International Energy Policy

Report to the Deputy Secretary
Title abolished

- Policy, Planning and
Implementation
- Economic and Environmental
Policy

&,
S:1 l . *t ,x>: f A' L S J
ON '.- -n

Current organization titles are italicized.
Titles of new organization are .h','
.
1/ FTE savings and personnel to be redeployed.
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- Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Technology Cooperation
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Title abolished!

. Technology Policy Office

Assistant Secre1 Itry, PalI q
Plannsig end Ipwrogr if"luaton

. International Technology

AsststntSecret i trs 'Ungmsiona1
intorgovenoe T VWd Intstnfloatt

Cooperation Office

A~ffairs

- Deputy Assistant Secretary,
International Affairs
IInternational energy
policy functions
. All remaining International

Affairs functions
- Export'Assistance
.

012
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Office of Resource Management

Assistant Secretary, Congressfonal,
Intergovernwntal and Public
Liafson

.

Ho Change in titpe

Assistant Secret iy Policy, Planning
andPtrogra .EY, iluation
Assistant Secret try, Cotgressrional,
Intergovernmeni Al and, nternatlonal
Affafts
Abolished
(Department of C4mmerce function)

1/

Transfer staff ai d resources to Aist.
Secretary organit at10ns to which other
functfons are as. igned .1
asistant Secret
Intergovenmenl
Affairs

ongressionall

and International

- Consumer and Public Liaison
Office

Office of Public nd Coisumer Affairs

- All remaining organizations and
functions

Assistant Secreta
Intergovernment
Affafe4

I Conygessional ,

amd nternational

Assistant Secretary, Fossil Energy

Assistant Secrets| ry, Fossil Energy

Office of General Counsel

Office of Generalf Comsel

Office of Energy Research

Office of Energy Research

- Deputy Science and Technology
Advisor for Civilian Labs
. Management of Infrastructure
Resources Functions

Office of the Ass~clate Deputy Secretary
for Field hanagoment

. All remaining Science and

Office of Laboratory Management

Technology Advisor for
Civilian Labs functions

1/ fTE savings and personnel to be redeployed.
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- Office of Technology Utilization
- Office-of Space

Abolished
(Space programs coordination function to be
absorbed into Office of Director of Energy
Research) V/

- Office of University and Science
Education Programs
- DOE Field Offices

-

Retitled as Operations Offices reporting
to the Associate Deputy Secretary for
Field Management

. DOE Chicago Field Office

- Chicago Operations Office

. DOE San Francisco Field Office

- San Francisco Operations Office

All remaining organizations and
functions

:we

_Ther.qtcrl
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Energy Information Administration

M

A

A,

.1

.

Office of Minority Economic Impact
Office of Procurement, Assistance
and Program Management
- Associate Director for Program/
Project Management and
Control

Title abolished, with functions
reassigned to the Office of the
Associate Deputy Secretary for
Field Management (Business Management
Review function is being redirected.)
.~~~~~a'u

- All remaining organizations and
functions
Office of Public Affairs
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t

Economic Regulatory Administration
Office of Hearings and Appeals
Office of Small and Disadvantaged
Business Utilization

r

^~~~~~:k
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......-

Board of Contract Appeals

V/FTE savings and personnel to be deployed.
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- Office of Technology Utilization

Office of Laboratory Kahbagemt

- Office of Space

Abolished
I
(Sapace programs $ oordination functiori to be
absorbed into Ofice ot Director of Energy
Research) 1/

- Office of University and Science
Education Programs

Offce of ScIeG4 Educatfon and Techn Ical

- DOE Field Offices

Retitled as Oper

tions Offices report ls
to the Associate Deputy-Secretary for
Field Management

. DOE Chicago Field Office

- Chicago Oper tions Office

. DOE San Francisco field Office

- San Francisc Operations Office

All remaining organizations and
functions

Office of Energy Research

Energy Infonaat ion Admifnstratf on

Energy Informatic I Adidnastration

sffice of Iinority Economic fr*pact

Asststant Secreti 0a Evaol
wtc
Planning and 1t agraw EvA
ua~bt,

Office of Procurement, Assistance
and Progran Management
-

Associate Director for Program/
ProJect Management and
Control

Title abolished, ittfunctions
reassigned to the Office of the
Associate Deputy iecretary for
Field lanagement kEusiness Management
Review function i being redirected.)

-

All remaining organizations and
functions

Assistant Secreta,
uan Resources
and Aduinistration

Office of Public Affairs

Office of Nublic nd Consuner
Affafrs

Econoxic Regulatory Administration

Office of General Counsel

Office of Hearings and Appeals

Office of Heartngf and Appeals

Office of Snall and Disadvantaged

Business Ut i7izat ion

Assistant Secreta6, Human 1Resources
and AdMinistratlon

yard of Contract Appeals

Office of

J/ HTE savings and personnel to be deployed..

Hearings and Appeals
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Assistant Secretary, Defense
Progras
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Assistant Secretiry, Oefense Progratus

- Office of Deputy Science and
Technology Advisor (Defense)

oZmce f Lab:raz

- DOE Field Offices

Retitled as Oper tions QffIces reporting
to the Associate Deputy Secretary for

ar

agemt

Field Nagement

-

. DOE Albuquerque Field Office

- Albuquerque Operations Office

. DOE Nevada Field Office

- Nevada Operathons Office

* DOE Savannah River Field Office

- Savannah River Operations Office

* Savannah River Restart
Special Projects Office

- Savannah RiveF Operations Office

All remaining organizations and

sistant Secretary, Nuclear Energy
-

Assistant Secretary, Defense

Programs

functions

Office of Nuclear Safety
Policy and Standards

Title abolished
Assistant Secreta
Safety and Health

- DOE Field Offices

Environment,

Retitled-as Operations Offices reporting

to the AMsocfate Ieputy Secretary for
Field Hahagement
. DOE Idaho Field Office

- Idaho Operat4ns Office

. DOE Oak Ridge Field Office

- Oak Ridge Opehtions Offfce

- All remaining organizations and
functions

Assistant Secretary, Environment,
Safety and Health
-

I

Office of Nuclear Energy. (Upon
establishment of he Uranium Enrichment Corp.
on or about 7-1-3, the current DOE Uranium
Enrichment organi ation will be abolished.)
The structural re ationship of the Naval
Reactors Program mains unchanged.
Assistant Secreta

Safety and. Heal

Office of Special Projects

Abolished 1/

Resident Programs Staff

Abolished [1

IFTF

,wind, no-n-,l

+*

4,

Y

Environment,

04'07/93
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Attachment 2
Page 5

'Assfstant Secretary, Envfromental
Restoration and Maste Ilanagewent
-

DOE Field Office

Assistint Secret tryg"
, Envtro'Vnntal
Restoration an aste Nanagfent
Retitled as an 0 Peratiops Office reporting
to the ftssociate I Deputy: Secretary for
Field Management

DOE Richland Field Office
-

015

568 5313

All remaining organizations and

functions

-. Richland Opetatlons Office
Aistant secrdt ry f v ronvental

Restoration

oBt

tf~aste tlanaaeent

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Hanagement

Office o fCvi1f{

Office of flew Production Reactors

Office has been i bolished concurrent with
transfer of all i ncumbered positions and
closeout responsl sbilites.

Off ice of Intelligence

Office qf Intelli lgence and
Hatlotial Securi

Office of Arms Control and
Nionpro1iferation

Office df Intb111Rnce and
HationalSecurl

Office of Security Affairs

Office dF Intell

OffIce of Departmenta&Representative
to the Defense Nuclear Facilities
Safety Board

Abolishe4 JI
(Coordination and general oversight
of interactions ith the Board to
be Assistant Sec retary for Environment,
Safety and Healt i respopsibility.)

Office of Chief

Office of Chief F nancfal Officer

Financial

Officer

Office of Adainistration and
Wanagement
-

Facilities Management and Energy

Management and Facilities
Evaluation Divisions from the
Office of Organization,
Resources and Facilities
Management
-

Office of Scientific and

Technical Information
All remaining organizations
and functions

1(aste Kanamei t

Radioactive

Kational Secar

Assistant Secreta; 7. tfHman Resources
and Administrat Ion
OffIce of the Ass )ciate Deputy
Secretary for F eld Management

Office of SciencelEducition and
Technical Infortation
Assistant Secretar for Huan Resources
and Administration

FTE savings and personnel to be redeployed.
Consolidate administrative support staff for FTE savings/personnel redeployment.
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Attachment 2
Page 6
Office of Doergency Planning and
Operations

DOE N 1100.32
4-1-93
Title abolished

- Office of Emergency Response
and Preparedness

- Office of Int

- Office of Emergency Planning }/

- As~stant'Sea

- Office of Energy Emergency

- tWss

Operations 2/

- Resource Management and

Overhead Staff
Office of Contractor Ekployee

Protection

SZurity

(I Igene

tant Se'

*W-hdMoraw

anid National

ta.,Eolic~yl, Planni no
rEal.uation
retary, PolIcy, Planning
. valuxt'or

- To be dMstrib u ed to successor
organizations
Office of Inspec

r General

Ina

if FTE savings to be realized from elimination of redundant analytical capabilitles;
personnel reassigned.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT
YMP-93-09

AMUPRG5M

QA AUDIT YMP-93-09
QA elements audited were:
Organization
2.0
Quality Assurance Program
5.0
Plans, Procedures, Instructions and Drawings
Document Control
6.0
Identification and Control of Materials, Parts,
8.0
Components, and Samples
Criterion 12.0 Control of Measuring and Test Equipment
Criterion 13.0 Handling, Storage and Shipping
Criterion 17.0 Quality Assurance Records
Criterion
Criterion
Criterion
Criterion
Criterion

1.0

The overall conclusion of the audit team was that the Yucca Mountain
QA Program was being satisfactorily Implemented in the areas audited.
Specific results are as follows:

Criterion 1.0
Criterion 2.0
Criterion 5.0
Criterion 6.0
Criterion 8.0
Criterion 12.0
Criterion 13.0
Criterion 17.0

Satisfactory
Satisfactory with the exception of implementation
of QAAP 2.6 and QAP 5.1 (Corrective Action
Requests (CAR) YM-93-043 and YM-93-044 issued)
Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Satisfactory with the exception of implementation
of AP 1.17Q (CAR YM-93-042 issued)
No implementation
Satisfactory
Satisfactory

The NRC commented at the audit exit meeting that they felt the YMP QA
Program was being effectively implemented. The Clark County observer
agreed. Also discovered during the audit was a deficiency against the
M&O contractor for which a CAR was issued.
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
SUPPORT TO THE
ENERGY POLICY ACT 1992

APRTPG6.CPG/5-6-93

National Academy of Sciences
National Academy of Engineering
Institute of Medicine

o

National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418

A GUIDE FOR THE NEWS MEDIA
Date:
Contacts:

May 4, 1993
Craig Hicks, Media Relations Associate
Richard Julian, Media Relations Assistant
(202) 334-2138
MEDIA ADVISORY
COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE TECHNICAL BASES OF EPA STANDARDS
FOR PROPOSED RADIOACTIVE WASTE SITE

In the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Congress asked the National Academy of
Sciences to evaluate the technical bases of EPA's public health and safety standards for
the proposed high-level radioactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nev. The
Academy's National Research Council will launch an 18-month study of these issues at a
news conference on Thursday, May 27, from 10 a.m. - 11 a.m. PDT in the Monte Carlo 3 room
of the St. Tropez hotel, 4503 Paradise Road, Las Vegas.
On hand to discuss the background, purpose and procedures of the study will be
committee chair Robert W. Fri, president and senior fellow, Resources for the Future; and
staff project leader Myron F. Uman of the National Research Council. Both will be
available for interviews following the presentation.
The committee's first meeting will be held following the news conference.
The meeting is open to the public. It will begin at 2 p.m. PDT Thursday, May 27, and end
on Saturday, May 29, in the Marketplace room of the Alexis Park hotel, 375 East Harmon
Avenue, Las Vegas. Most of this meeting will be devoted to discussions of the committee's
task with federal and state government officials and representatives of environmental and
industry groups. Time will be reserved for observers in the audience to present their
views to the committee.
Reporters can obtain copies of the meeting's agenda at the Las Vegas news
conference or from the Office of News and Public Information, (202) 334-2138.
The study is funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
roster is overleaf.

A committee

ch: ym

This listing is prepared by the Office of News and Public Information. It may not include some activities planned on
short notice. Details are subject to change and should be checked directly with the contact person for each event.

National Academy of Sciences
National Research Council
Committee on the Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards
Robert W. Fri, chair
Resources for the Future
Washington, D.C.

Engineering

Health

Sol Burnstein2
Wisconsin Electric Power (ret.)
Milwaukee

Melvin V. Carter
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta

Charles Fairhurst
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis *

Arthur C. Uptonl3
New York University (ret.)
Santa Fe, N.M.

Environmental Sciences

Risk Assessment

Robert J. Budnitz
Future Resources Associates
Berkeley, Calif.

Christopher G. Whipple
ICF Kaiser Engineers
Oakland, Calif.

Thomas H. Pigford
University of California
Berkeley

Susan D. Wiltshire
JK Research Associates
Hamilton, Mass.

Gilbert H. White1
Institute for Behavioral Sciences (ret.)
Boulder, Colo.

Risk Management

Geology

John F. Ahearne
Society of the Sigma Xi
Research Triangle Park, N.C.

Jean M. Bahr
University of Wisconsin
Madison

R. Darryl Banks
World Resources Institute
Washington, D.C.

Fred Phillips
New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology
Socorro

Charles McCombie
National Cooperative for the
Disposal of Radioactive Waste
Wettigen, Switzerland

NRC Staff
Myron F. Uman, project leader
Raymond Wassel, project officer
Lisa Clendening, project administrator

I member. National Academy of Sciences
2 member, National Academy of Engineering
member, Institute of Medicine
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
2101 COlION

AVENUE

WASHNCTN. D.C #DI

£XEOZWE OPVlIcE

May 3. 1993
Mr. Stephan J. Brocoum
U.S. Department of Energy
OCRWM
Mail Stop RW-22
Washington, DC 20585
Dear Mr. Brocoum:
In keeping with the Energy Policy Act of 1992, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
has embarked on a process aimed at providing findings and recommendations to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency on the technical bases of public health and safety standards for a
high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
The NAS project will be conducted by the Committee on Technical Bases for Yucca
Mountain Standards. The chairman of the committee is Robert W. Fri. President of Resources for
the Future. The list of current members of the committee is enclosed.
A statement of the committee's charge, drawn from the Act and its legislative history, is
also enclosed. The committee's report Is due by the end of calendar year 1994.
The committee's first meeting will be held on May 27-29, 1993, in Las Vegas at the Alexis
Park Resort Hotel, 375 East Harmon Avenue, beginning at 2:00 p.m. on the 27th. The meeting
will be open to the public. While a detailed agenda is not yet available, most of the sessions on the
27th and 28th will be devoted to discussions of the committee's task with federal and state
officials and representatives of industrial and environmental groups. Time will also be reserved on
the afternoon of the 28th for observers In the general audience to present their views to the
committee. The central objective of this meeting is to obtain a broad spectrum of views on
interpreting the committee's charge, factors to take into account, and issues to address.
If you plan to attend the meeting and particularly if you want to make an oral presentation
to the committee, please let us know in advance so that we can provide sufficient space for
everyone who wishes to attend. Write to Ms. Lisa Clendening; Board on Radioactive Waste
Management; National Academy of Sciences; 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW; Washington, DC
20418. The telephone number for facsimile transmissions is 1202) 334-3077. Persons who
indicate that they plan to attend will receive copies of the detailed agenda as soon as it is made
final.
Sincerely,

Myron F. Uman
Assistant Executive Officer
Special Projects
Enclosures
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL IS THE PRINCIrAL OPERATNCG AGENCY OF THE .AnATON. ACADEMY OF SCNCES AND THE NATIONAL ACADL.Y Of E9GINEERINC
TO SERVE COVERNMEM AND OTHER ORCANIZATIONS
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NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
COWMISSION ON GEOSCIENCES, ENVIRONMYT. AND RESOURCES
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Committee on Technical Bases for
Yucca Mountain Standards

Office Locadm
Mtan Hrris building
Ra
446
23 WVs
u
KLW. P
bnAvene

Chairman
Robert W. Fri. Resources for the Future
Engineering
Sol Burstein _NAE),
Wisconsin Electic Power (ret.)
Charles Fairhurst, University of Minnesota
Environmental Sciences
Robert J. Budnitz, Future Resources Associates
Thomas H. Pigford, University of California. Berkeley
Gilbert H. White N(AI, Institute for Behavioral Sciences (emer.)
Geology
Jean M. Bahr, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Priscilla C. Grew, Minnesota Geological Survey
Fred M. Phillips, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Health
Melvin W. Carter. Georgia Institute of Technology
Arthur C. Upton INAS. IOM), New York University fret.)
Risk Assessment
Chris G. Whipple, ICF Kaiser Engineers
Susan D. Wiltshire, JK Research Associates
Risk Management
John F. Aheame, Society of tie Sigma Xi
R. Darryl Banks, World Resources Institute
Charles McCombie, (Swiss) National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste

Staff
Myron F. Uman, Project Leader
Raymond A. Wasset. Project Officer
Lisa J. Clendening, Project Administrator
A W.24. 132
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Charge to the Committee on Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (P.L 102-486) requires the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate standards for protection of the public from releases
of radioactive materials at a proposed repository at Yucca Mountain in Nevada. The Act
also requests the National Academy of Sciences to provide findings and recommendations
to EPA in this regard. In accordance with Section 801 (a)(2) of the Act, the committee
shall conduct a study to provide findings and recommendations on the technical bases for
"reasonable standards for protection of the public health and safety, including(A) whether a health-based standard based upon doses to individual
members of the public from releases to the accessible environment ... win

provide a reasonable standard for protection of the health and safety of the
general public:
(B) whether it is reasonable to assume that a system for post-closure
oversight of the repository can be developed, based upon active institutional
controls, that will prevent an unreasonable risk of breaching the repository's
engineered or geologic barriers or increasing the exposure of individual
members of the public to radiation beyond allowable limits: and
(C) whether it is possible to make scientifically supportable predictions of the
probability that the repository's engineered or geologic barriers will be
breached as a result of human intrusion over a period of 10,000 years."
The legislative history of this provision indicates that the listing of these specific
questions is not intended to preclude the committee from addressing additional questions
or issues related to appropriate standards for radiation protection at Yucca Mountain. On
the question of human Intrusion, for example, the committee might also address issues
related to predictions of the probability of natural events that could compromise a
repository. On the question of a health standard based on dose to individual members of
the public, the committee might also address the collective dose to the general population
that could result from the adoption of such an approach.
In making Its findings and recommendations, the committee shall provide expert
scientific guidance on the issues Involved in establishing standards, but the authority and
responsibility to establish the standards remains with the EPA Administrator in accordance
with law.
412s193
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April 30. 1993

Mr. Lake Bamtt. Actin Director
Offce of Civflian Radioactive Waste Management
U.S Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 205aS
Dear Mr. Barrett:
The committee of the National Researcb Council that is charged with proiding Environmental
Protection Agency with Indings and recommendations on the technical bases of standards at Yucc
Mountain vishes to establish and maintain strong iechzUcal laison with the Dcpatment of Encrgy.
To this end, I am writing to request that you assign a member of your staff the formal
responsibilities of liason representative to out newly formed Committee on Technical Bases for Yucc
Mountain Standards Under the Council's policies, AlRalson representative tttendS and participates Ln

committee meetings, excpt excutive sessons to assure that the committee his ace= to all of the
pertinent techncal Information that the agency possesses. In addition, the liaison representative helps to
usure that the agency has access to the technical Information available to the committee from other
sourc=s.

From our telephone conversation. I understand that the Department intends to assign this
responsibility to Dr. Stephan Brocoum, Director of the Analysis and Verification Diion of the Office of
Geologic Disposal. I have utken the liberty to discuss this matter with Dr. Brocoum. Based on that
converston, I am confident that he is fully sware of the respowibllitles and obligations of liaison
representation.

I hopc that you will agree that the sustained participation of a desiguted technical liaison
reprcsentative of DOE will substantially aid the committee in this challenging endeavor. We arc also
asking the Environmental Protection Agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Nevada State
Nuclear Waste Projects Office each to designate an appropriate technical lson representative.

If you have any questions about this request or any other aspect of the study, please do not
bheitte to call me at (202) 334-1659.
Sincerely,

Assistant Esecusive OMccr
Special Projects
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VIP VISITS
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VIP VISITS
X Barry Gale,
Office of Domestic and International Energy
Policy
-

Site tour

-

Develop potential face saving strategies

* Mary Louise Wagner,

April 6, 1993

April 13, 1993

Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee, Energy Research and Development
Subcommittee
- Site tour
- Update on Projec 4t

An.PWQ"G5M6

NUCLEAR WASTE
TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD

pRTPc6CPQ5493

NUCLEAR WASTE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
April 21

-

22 1993

Reno, Nevada
Yucca Mountain Project received several compliments
from John Cantlon, NWTRB Chairman and Warner North,
Performance and Requirements Panel Chairman
regarding the management structure and implementation
of requirements and the managing of the Field Test
Program.
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CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY

ACPWQ5W

CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY
April 27, 1993

* Status of Project
-

Complimented on field work for ESF
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INTERNATIONAL HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
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- An
"Invitation

~~to

Attend ...

-'-

THE 4th ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL

"An International Forum for
Sharing Experience and Expertise'
1993TIeme:

Sharing Technologies for Common Needs

Aoril 26-30, 1993
Mlo! age Hotel, Las Vegas, NV

CONTRACTING OFFICER
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE

APrCPG56r

CONTRACTING OFFICER TECHNICAL
REPRESENTATIVE
* Carl Gertz appointed Contracting Officer Technical
Representative for the Management and Operations
Contractor (M&O) April 1993

AM KRGvC&M

APRTPGXCPG5&

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)
REPORT
* GAO report in last phases prior to release

APMCPGVSM

803 REPORT

CPGC
APRMPWG

803 REPORT
* Section 803 =National Energy Policy Act
-

Dwight Shelor, Associate Director of OCRWM Office of
Systems and Compliance
-- June 10, 1993 - acquiring information from DOE to
prepare future expected needs of a repository
and MRS

APRIPG1QoCPG5.3

UPCOMING EVENTS

APRTII

CPG5M3

UPCOMING EVENTS
* Public Update Meetings
- Beatty
mLas Vegas
- Reno

May 10, 1993
May 11, 1993
May 13, 1993

* Public Open House

May 19, 1993

* Lecture Series

May 25, 1993

-

Hazardous Materials

APRTPG34.CPG/5-6-93
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STATUS OF ESF

PRESENTED BY

DR. WILLIAM SIMECKA
DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT
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PLANNED ESF DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
FY 93 - 95
Oct 1

Jan

Jul

I

I

I

,

I

I

-

FY94
Apr

I

Oct
-

~

I

Jan
I

-- -

I

Design north portal surlace facilities

-~ -~ -

I

Jul

Oct

Jan

Apr

Jul

I

I

I

i

I

Oct

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

'
I

+

StarIES
Construct

I

I

T

----

il

Begin procurement
on OM #2

T

conward TBM #1

0 Receive TBM on site
Erect TBM

Start ESF
constructIon
+

I
T

Deslgn south ramp

Title Ill. Package!1A

Receive TBM +
proposals

I

Deslan MTA

Deslan TSL main drift
I

Release

FY95

Design south portal pad and highwatl

Deslon north ramp. suiface to TSL

TBM RFP-

.

.

FY93
Apr

Excavate north ramp

Begtn TBM starter tunnel

'

_rtiallPak

, Begin procurement for
MTA mining equipment

J
Excavate main TSL drift

Excavate south ramp
Desl n 69kVisystem
O Daylight at
south portal

Procure/ca struct 69kV power
0

TIME

NOW

I

69kV powerExcavate
at noprtlhepoartallI
(atnorth portal
(north portal)

MTA

N
I

ISlte prep south portal
s

f

Constr. change houselporta1 ctrl bldg. Construct balance of north portal surface facilities
Constr. balance of Package 1A

Geologic maplng, hlghwall & starter tunnel

Geologic mapping, subsurface

N

_Bulk~sampiinglradial boreholsI
1Bulk samplingtradial boreholes

I -

I

Status as of: 5&7,M9
TPOESFDC7P.12615-3-93

ESF DESIGN MILESTONES
Milestone/Activity

Planned

Expected

Start Title 11 design activity
Packages 1B and 2

1011/92

1011/92(A)

Start 50% review, Package 1B

4/12193

4112193(A)

Start 50% review, Package 2

4122193

4119193(A)

Start 90% review, Package I B

7/9193

719193(E)

Start 90% review, Package 2

8/11/93

8111193(E)

SESFPM6P6.12613-9-93

ESF CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES
Milestone/Activity

Planned

Expected

Submit recommended ESF underground
construction subcontractor to DOE for
approval (award)

9115192

1129193(A)

Release TBM RFP

11116192

12116192(A)

Start ESF site preparation

11/30192

11/30192(A)

Hold TBM pre-bid meeting

1/6193

11793(A)

I

SESFPM6P8.126/3-9-93

ESF CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES
(CONTINUED)

Milestone/Activity

Planned

Expected

Receive proposals for 1st TBM

2/9193

219193(A)

Start excavation of North Ramp
starter tunnel

4/2193

412193(A)

Award TBM contract

4/15193

5115193(E)

Award underground
construction contract

10115192

6/30193(E)

I

SESFPM6P9.1263-9-93

CONSTRUCTION STATUS
(END OF APRIL)
* North Portal pad brought up to rough grade
* Slot excavation completed, bolted and meshed,
and mapped
* Excavation started on pilot drift of starter tunnel.
Drift was in approximately 22 meters as of 515/93,
and the first north and south slash rounds have
been taken.

SESFPM6P37.12613-9-93
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TPO MEETING
FY 93 MAY STATUS
SURFACE BASED TESTING PROGRAM

PRESENTED BY

Russ Dyer

Division Director
REGULATORY AND SITE EVALUATION DIVISION
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Site Characterization Field Activities in Progress
SCP ACTIV

TITLE

ACTIVITY

8.3.1.3.2.1

Mineralogy, Petrology, and Rock Chemistry of Transport Pathways

Outcrop Sampling

8.3.1.3.2.2

Mineralogic and Geochemical Alteration

Outcrop Sampling

8.3.1.4.2.2

Structural Features Within Site Area

Surface & ESF Mapping

8.3.1.8.5.1

Characterization of Volcanic Features

Test pits, Trenching

8.3.1.14.2

Soil and Rock Properties of Potential Location of Surface Facilities

Test pits, trenching, ramp
exploration holes

8.3.1.17.4.2

Location and Recency of Faulting Near Prospective Surface Facilities Trench mapping

8.3.1.17.4.3

Quaternary Faulting Within 100 km of Yucca Mountain

Surface mapping

8.3.1.17.4.4

Quaternary Faulting in NE-Trending Fault Zones

Surface mapping

8.3.1.17.4.10

Geodetic Leveling

Traversing

8.3.1.17.4.6

Quaternary Faulting Within Site Area

Trench Mapping

8.3.1.2.1.1

Precipitation and Meteorological Monitoring for Regional Hydrology

On-going measurements

8.3.1.2.1.2

Runoff and Streamflow

Ongoing measurements

As of 517/93

Site Characterization Field Activities in Progress
continued
SC.P AC2TI.

TITLE

ACTIVITY

8.3.1.2.2.1

Unsaturated Zone Infiltration

Drilling/logging of neutronaccess holes; ponding
tests

8.3.1.2.2.2

Water Movement Tracer Tests

CI-36 measurements

8.3.1.2.2.3

Percolation in the Unsaturated Zone

UZ drilling/testing

8.3.1.2.6

Gaseous Phase Movement in the Unsaturated Zone

UZ drilling/testing

8.3.1.2.2.7

Unsaturated Zone Hydrochemistry

UZ drilling/testing

8.3.1.2.3.1

Site Saturated Zone Groundwater Flow System

On-going monitoring

8.3.1.2.3.2

Saturated Zone Hydrochemistry

On-going monitoring

8.3.1.15.1.8

In Situ Design Infiltration

Construction monitoring/
testing

As of 5/793

C-WELL TESTING
Study Plan: 8.3.1.2.3.1
Status:

Planned Activities:

USGS initiated prototype testing at Raymond
Quarry 12/92 -- Ongoing
LANL indicates readiness

Develop QA procedures during prototyping
(USGS/LBL) Ongoing--Raymond Quarry, CA
Complete 5-Zone Packer strings (USBR)
Developing work program for pump test -Estimate 1 July 1993 Start date
Pipeline design review -- May 17, 1993
Pipeline construction -- June 1993

1

As of 5/7/93

GEOPHYSICAL REFLECTION SURVEY
SP: 8.3.1.4.2.1
Planned start date:
Pending USGS Contract Award
Status:
Test Planning Package has been
initiated
SCPB changes approved
NRC Phase I review complete
All data collection to be performed
by subcontractor through contract
Environmental compliance activities in
progress

Concerns:
Solutions:

Evaluation of Waste Isolation and Test
Interference Complete--addenda required to
accomodate new and relocated shothole
locations
Award of USGS Contract and contractor
availability--start date uncertain
Complete contract process
As of 5/7/93

UNSATURATED ZONE
PERCOLATION
USW UZ-16
Status:

Completed Drilling March 11, 1993
TD 1686.16'
Testing Underway:
-- CO 2, CH4, SF6 , C14 and C1 3/12 samples
taken
-- Neutron log completed for baseline
information
-- Gas composition changes monitored
-- Caliper, Resistivity, Neutron, Gammagamma and magnetic logs completed
-- Air flow survey measurements completed
with anamometers

Planned Activities:

Begin packer preparation and installation
Collect additional gas samples
Conduct geophysical logging
(May through September 1993)
As of 5/7/93

UNSATURATED ZONE
PERCOLATION
USW UZ-14

Status:

Drilling Started April 15, 1993
Depth as of April 30, 1993 - 141.5'

Concerns:

Encountered clayey bedded tuff, dual wall
stuck in hole at 117.47'

Solutions:

Evaluating several alternative methods
for recovering dual wall

Planned Activities:

Recover dual wall and continue drilling

As of 5/7/93

UNSATURATED ZONE
NATURAL INFILTRATION
SP: 8.3.1.2.2.1
Status:

Completed eleven Phase 2 boreholes
(N-31, N-32, N-63, N-33, N34, N-57,
N-58, N-59l N-61, N-35, N-62) as of
3-10-93
N-85 artificial infiltration testing
completed March 26, 1993

Concerns:

Operations permit needed for N-39 has
not yet been granted by NVO

Solutions:

Site Manager provided additional
information to NVO on March 23, 1993

Planned Activities:

Last borehole (N-39) will be drilled when
permit is granted by NVO
As of 5/7/93

MIDWAY VALLEY
SP 8.3.1.17.4.2

Status:

Mapping of trench MWVT-4
(Trench 17) in progress
Soils Descriptions in test pits in
progress

Planned Activities:

Complete trench excavation at Alice
Ridge trenches
Prepare Midway Valley final report

I

I

As of 5/7/93

I

i

QUATERNARY FAULTING - REGION
SP: 8.3.1.17.4.3
Status:

Preparation of strip map along Bare
Mountain fault is in progress
USGS has identified four trench sites
on the Bare Mountain fault and nine
soil test pits to investigate alluvial fan
chronology

Planned Activities:

Excavation of Trench BMT-2 to begin May
12, 1993
Remaining trenches will be excavated this
summer following environmental compliance
approval

As of 5/7/93

I.

QUATERNARY FAULTING - SITE AREA
SP: 8.3.1.4.2.2

Status:

Mapping of trenches and cleared
exposures along Paintbrush Canyon
fault, Stagecoach Road fault, and
Solitario Canyon fault are in progress
Draft trench maps will be completed
prior to NRC site visit May 25/26,1993

Planned Activities:

Preliminary FY 93 trenching program
has been provided to YMPO, schedule
is being developed for additional new
trenches in FY 93

As of 5/7/93

FRAN RIDGE PIT AND PAVEMENT MAPPING
SP: 8.3.1.4.2.2

Status:

Pit excavation, pavement cleaning, and
stereophotography are complete
Detailed site mapping of pavement in
progress

Planned Activities:

Remaining pavement area undergoing
mapping concurrent with ESF tunnel
mapping
Prepare area for Engineered Barrier
Test (Large Block Testing) adjacent to
Fran Ridge Pit and Pavement area

As of 5/7/93

SOIL AND ROCK PROPERTIES
RAMP BOREHOLES
SP: 8.3.1.14.2
Status:

NRG-2 Borehole drilling completed 1/28/93
NRG-6 Borehole drilling completed 3/3/93
NRG-3 Borehole drilling completed 3/30/93
NRG-5 Borehole drilling started 4/20/93
(double shift) Coring began May 5, 1993 at 690 ft.
reached 710 ft as of May 6, 1993 (TD = 950 ft)

Planned Activities:

NRG-5 - Anticipate complete May 20, 1993
NRG-2A Borehole drilling start May 24, 1993
NRG-4 Borehole drilling start May 31, 1993
SRG-5 Borehole drilling start July 1993

As of 5/7/93

ESF TESTING
Status:

Phased geologic mapping of crown drift
in progress to Station 0+68
Construction Monitoring in progress

Planned Activities:

Mapping of Right and Left Slashes to
begin--excavation in progress
Starter Tunnel Tests
- Underground Mapping Test
- Consolidated Sampling Test
- Construction Monitoring Test

As of 5/7/93

ESF Portal Mapping
Photogrammetry
Target Locations

Photogrammetry
Target Locations

I

Photogrammetry
Target Horizontal
Spacing = 4-6 ft

As of 5/7/93

ESF Testing Planning Prioritization
ESF TEST PLANNING-PHASE I
TCO Test Event Name

Test Name-(SCP Activity)

WBS Number
SCP Number

Construction
or Deferred

Start Date
In Field

Geologic Mapping - North
Portal Wall and Slot

Underground Geologic
Mapping

1.2.3.2.2.1.2
8.3.1.4.2.2 R2

Construction

Ongoing
(Feb 1993)

ESF TEST PLANNING-PHASE 11
Geologic Mapping Starter Tunnel

Underground Geologic
Mapping

1.2.3.2.2.1.2
8.3.1.4.2.2 R2

Construction

April 2,1993

Perched Water - Starter
Tunnel (contingency)

Perched Water Testing Inthe
ESF

1.2.3.3.1.2.4
8.3.1.2.2.4 RI

Construction

Contingency
April 2,1993

Consolidated Sampling Starter Tunnel

Matrix Hydrologic Properties
Testing

1.2.3.3.1.2.3
8.3.1.2.2.3

Construction/
Deferred

May 3,1993

History of Mineralogic and
Geochemical Alteration of YM

1.2.3.2.1.1.2
8.3.1.3.2.2

Constructionl
Deferred

May 1993

Chloride and Chlorine-36
Measurements of Percolation
at Yucca Mtn

1.2.3.3.1.2.2
8.3.1.2.2.2 Ri

Construction/
Deferred

May 1993

Evaluation of Mining Methods

1.2.4.2.1.1.4
8.3.1.15.1.8

Construction

April 2,1993

Monitoring of Ground Support
Systems

1.2.4.2.1.1.4
8.3.1.15.1.8

Construction

April 22, 1993

Construction Monitoring Starter Tunnel

As of 5/7/93

VOLCANISM STUDIES
SP: 8.3.1.8.1.1 and 8.3.1.8.5.1
LANL Technical Report (draft) completed 3/4/93 -prelude to upcoming NRC interaction

Status:

Response to NRC Phase 11 comments on SP
8.3.1.8.1.1 completed 3/9/93
Effects Studies underway
Concerns:

Geochronology Problems nearly resolved
Magma Chaibers--Teleseismic Tomography

Solutions:

Continue Geochronology Program--Lathrop
Wells Study Complete, Starting Sleeping
Butte/Crater Flat
Geophysics Review: External Consultant
George Thompson--Stanford University

Planned Activities:

NRC Technical Exchange - 6/93
Complete final LANL technical report - 9/93
Submit Study Plan 8.3.1.8.1.2 - 6/93

I

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As of 5/7/93

STUDY PLAN STATUS
Total Study Plans assigned to cover 106 studies
Study Plans not yet submitted for review
(14 Data Collection, 26 Modeling/Synthesis)
tudy Plans submitted for initial review
Revised Study Plans submitted for review
Revised ESF Study Plans submitted for review
Total Study Plans submitted for review
Study Plan Breakdown
In Screening Review
In Project Office Review
Awaiting Comment Resolution
Awaiting Author Revision
In Project Office Verification Audit
Preparing to submit or awaiting Project Office Approval
Awaiting submission to the NRC
NRC Phase 1 Review
NRC Acceptance
Total:

104
40
64
5
8
77
0
5
6
0
8
1
1
10
46
77

As of 5/7/93

---

ESF STUDY PLANS
Study Plans Required Prior to Start of Launch Chamber
Characterization of Structural Features in the Site
Area (8.3.1.4.2.2 R2)
Submitted to NRC
6 Jan 93
NRC Approved
8 Feb 93
Study Plans Needed Soon After Start of Launch Chamber
Characterization of the Yucca Mountain Unsaturated
Zone in the ESF (8.3.1.2.2.4 R1)
Submitted to NRC
21 Jan 93
NRC Approved
5 Mar 93
Water Movement Test (C ;hlorine-36 Activity)
(8.3.1.2.2.2 R.2)
19 Feb 93
Submitted to NRC
8Apr 93
NRC Approved
In-Situ Design Verification (8.3.1.15.1.8 RO)
Submitted to NRC
8 Feb 93
NRC Approved
15 Apr 93
As of 5/7/93
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VALIDATION OF HYDROGEOCHEMICAL CODES
USING
THE NEW ZEALAND GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM

William Glassley
Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratory
Livennore, Califomia

7.

PRESENTATION OUTLINE
I. Overall Goals and Problem Definition For Geochemistry And
Mineralogy Effort.
II. Requirements For Model Simplification And Validation, And
The Role Of Natural Systems.
III. Efforts To Bound The Problem And Identify Key Processes.
Examples From Near- And Far-Field Studies.
IV. How Bounds Have Been Used To Select A Natural Site For
Testing, And Examples Of How The Site Is Being Used.
V. Lessons Learned

..

GEOCHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY GOALS
The goals of the geochemistry and mineralogy task are:
1. Develop the capability to forecast the chemical
conditions that may affect waste package performance.
2. Establish the mineralogical and chemical properties
of the near-field that will control source terms and
radionuclide transport scenarios.
3. Determine the effect of mineralogical and chemical
changes on the site hydrology that will occur during the
thermal evolution of the repository.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
* Processes of concern include (but not limited to):
- Reaction kinetics
- Ion exchange
- Sorption
- Aqueous speciation
-

Rock and fracture permeability

-

Imbibition characteristics

- Connectivity of pores
- Fracture roughness
* Processes are influenced by thermal evolution and radiation

Mesolite abundance at 5,000 years

-0.0

a

ED

-500.0
CD
CD

-1000.0
0.0
Based on Buscheck and Nitao (1993)
temperature data, and stratigraphy from UE25-al.

G84J4701401

CODE SIMPLIFICATION AND VALIDATION
* "REAL" sites can be used to determine the sensitivity of

natural systems to individual parameters
-

E.g., pH vs boron concentration vs iron concentration

* Validation of codes requires comparison of simulated
results with natural occurrences
* Taupo Volcanic Zone of New Zealand geothermal fields
is one ideal "real" site for these activities
II

.

Fluid Equilibrium Conditions
For Fracture Flow Around Repository
25 years after
waste emplacement

I

50 years after
waste emplacement
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Colors indicate travel distance required
for water/rock equilibrium.
Darker colors indicate:
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for 50 yrs. maximum distances of about 1,000 m
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Is time sufficient to achieve equilibrium
for SiO2 precipitation?
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Is time sufficient to achieve equilibrium
for cristobalite dissolution?
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SELECTING
NATURAL SITES
* Domains that need -to be considered:
Equilibrium systems
-

Flow-dominated fracture systems In which
kinetics control phase relationships

* Boundary regimes (moving and stationary)
* Reconnaissance effort concentrates on equilibrium systems
- Rotokawa geothermal system

FIC. 1. Taupo volcanic zone with the major geotbemmal fields. T- Taupo volcanic center, M
- Maroa cldera, R = Rotoma calderna, 0- Okalaina caldea InserL: Plate tectonic fiamework of the
Taupo volcanic zone
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
a Validation

- The, user is validated, too
* Simplification

- Ambiguous whether significant

simplification can be accomplished

a
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Features-Based Boreholes
Yucca Mountain, Nevada
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AGENDA
YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT- PROJECT MANAGER'S/TPO MEETING
JUNE 11, 1993, FRIDAY
SAIC CONFERENCE ROOM 450
TIME

WHAT

WHO

9:00-9:15

Welcome & Introductions
o Review Agenda

C. Gertz

9:15-10:00

Status of Yucca Mountain
Site Characterization
Project

C. Gertz

Understand Current
Status of Program
and Project

10:00-10:15

Status of Design and
Construction Effort Supporting
the Exploratory Studies Facility
(ESF)

W. Simecka

Understand Current
Status of ESF
Design and
Construction Effort

10:15-10:30

Status of Site Characterization
Testing Program and Preparation
and Approval of Study Plans(SPs)

R. Dyer

Understand Current
Status of Testing
Program and S]s

10:30-10:45

BREAK

10:45-11:15

Mined Geological Disposal
System (MGDS) Thermal Loading
Study

S. Saterlie

Focus the Range of
MGDS Thermal Loading
Options

11:15-11:45

Large Block Tests at Fran
Ridge

D. Wilder

Understand Current
Status of Design and
Test Planning Activities

11:45-12:00

Effects of Earthquakes in
California During May 1993
on the Water Levels in the
Vicinity of Yucca Mountain

L. Hayes

Understand
Fluctuation of Water
Levels due to
Earthquakes

12:00-12:15

Status of the Multipurpose
Container (MPC) Studies

G. Vawter

Understand the Status
of MPC Studies

12:15

ADJOURN FOR LUNCH

EXPECTED OUTCOME

0
0U

U

0U

=I

L

TPO MEETING
PRESENTED BY

CARL GERTZ
PROJECT MANAGER

JUNE 11, 1993
m

71I
I

rI
I

U

I

TPO AGENDA
* Introduction

-

Linda Smith

* National Academy of Sciences (5127-29193)
Secretary review of the program
* Congressional activities
-

Secretarial testimony
Senate actions

* GAO report
* Prairie Island lawsuit
* Secretary of Energy Advisory Board Task Force on
Radioactive Waste Management (717193)
JTPCPOP1 .GERTZIB.1 1-93

TPO AGENDA
(CONTINUED)

Media interactions
* Desert tortoise

* Infrastructure Reduction Assessment Team (IRAT)
* Update meetings
* Upcoming events
* Upcoming tours
* Tunnel boring machine
* New work

JTPCPOP2.GERTZ/8-1 1-93

- V

U.S. Departmecpt of Energy
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization
Project Office
PO. Box 986089
Las Vegas, NV 891934608

/
*

.

(702) 794-7900

'S,01G2APHY
Linda M. Smith
Acting Associate Director
Office of Geologic Disposal
Linda M. Smith, Acting Associate Director for Geologic Disposal, has been employed with
the federal government since 1957.
She began her career with the U.S. Air Force at Nellis Air Force Base, and in 1965, began
working for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, in the Las Vegas area.
In 1979, she moved to Phoenix, Arizona, where she served in a management role with the
U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Western Area Power Administration. She transferred
to the Bureau of Reclamation's Central Arizona Project in 1982, where she held a key
management role.
In 1985, Smith returned to Las Vegas where she resumed her career with the DOE/Nevada
Operations Office. She served as Director of the Personnel .and Industrial Relations Division
until 1988, when she assumed her position as Assistant Manager and Acting Deputy Manager.
In June 1993, Smith became the new Acting Associate Director for Geologic Disposal.
Currently, her responsibilities include evaluating activities related to the suitability of the
Yucca Mountain site for permanent high-level radioactive waste disposal.
Activities imd Achievements:
-Leader, DOE/Headquarters Environmental Safety and Health Tiger Team, Ames Laboratory,
Ames, IA.

-Recipient, DOE's Merit6rious Service Award for Significant Management Achievements,
.1992.
-Selected to serve on a Headquarters assignment with the Under Secretary's Office, 1991.
-Recipient, Department of Interior Honors Award for Management Excellence, 1985.
-Board of Directors, HELP of Southern Nevada, a community assistance organization.
Education:
-Master's degree in Business Administration, Arizona State University
-Bachelor's degree in Political Science, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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May 11, 1993
RW-1
Management Structure - Yucca Mountain Project
Carl P. Gertz, Project Manager, Yucca Mountain Project Office, NV
Linda M. Smith, Assistant Manager for Administration, DOE/NV, NV
In light of significant recent progress at Yucca Mountain, it is
appropriate for the U.S. Department of Energy to assure maximum utilization
of resources in order to continue the momentum of the scientific
investigations.
In order to focus the technical management needed for Yucca Mountain site
investigations and to implement the Secretary's policy of enhancing
communications with various stakeholders, including State and local
officials, we have decided to assign as an interim measure an additional
senior management position to the Office of Geologic Disposal.
Effective June 7, 1993, Linda Smith, currently Assistant Manager for
Administration at the Nevada Operations Office, will be detailed as the
Acting Associate Director for Geologic Disposal (RW-20), reporting
directly to the Director, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
(mi-1). She will be located in Las Vegas and will focus on the
institutional aspects of the site investigations program in order to assure
the Secretary's policies are carried out with respect to interactions with
State and local officials and the general, public. In addition, Ms. Smith
will be assigned the overall responsibility to oversee the activities of
the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project Office (YMPO) while the
technical direction of the project will be delegated to the Project
Manager, YMPO.
Carl Gertz will continue in his current role as the Project Manager, YMPO,
and continue to be responsible for all technical aspects of the project,
including the cost and schedule objectives.

Lake H. Barrett, Acting Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste lianagemept
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
(5127-29193)
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PREUMINARY AGENDA
COMMIlTEE ON TECHNICAL 9ASES FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN STANDARDS
Alxis Park Resort Hotel
376 East Harmon Avenue
Las Vegas, NV
First Meerna
May 27-29. 1993
OP

Thursdav. 27 May 193
* Marketplace Room

SESION

Introductions and OpenI Remarks
Bob FK Commlrae Chairman
Myron Umran, Project Dire=

2:00 pm

- Prposes of projectand ths meeing

- Considention of N4iS roke in recommending
apprachs to the 4npaton at sandzrds
- Introducdon of con e members
- Descrion of th AS oess
- Operti procdues for is project
acess and confidentidarw
- Poces legarding
te news Media
w1M
denot
for
- Ptocedues
- Repor review pVocvdures
prc-ct
General schedue meU
- DacusIon and approa of te agenda
3:00 pm

History of Radwate Suandards
OU Gunter. U.S. EPAI

3:20 pm

lb. Committees Task
AgrotDon
cy
US. Environmental
10 Gunter, ,r
Criteria and Standards Division

4:30 pm

*~
-Margaret

U.S. Nuctear Regubwy Coymission
Federfine, OCi1
Hydrology and Systems Performance "r4h
HigtLevel Waste Manaement Division
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Commttue on Technical gases for Yucca Mountain Standards
Fwst Meeting

FRday. 28 My¶9
Maketplace Room
OPEN SESSION
WOO am

The Commttees Taskl
-

US. Depatent of Energy
Carl Ger, Director
Yucca Mountaln Project Office
Steve BrocouIi,Orector
Analysis and VWrificaton WSion

Russ Dyer,

Director

Regulatory an Sit$ Evalualion Division
M Voegele, F'rogran Manager
Science Appricitions Intional Corporation

10:30 am

- Nevada Nuclear Wcste Projet
Bob Loux, Dimtor

11:00 am

- A VYw From the Nuclar ElecIkndusuy

fe

Andrew Kada 1 Yne Atomic Becric Company
11:45 am

- An Eironmevr
ta1fraw
Arfun MaldiaJanb Institue for Eergry and
Enronmental Research

412:50 pm

Luadc Break

2.00 pm

-Commnts

from Attendees

W11114m Barnard, U.S. Nucdear Wase Technical Review Board
Lea Bradshaw, py County, NV Nuclear Waste Roposhtory Prgram
4:00 pm

Prapaatlon of Luterature S6mmaies
- Health srndards, Pru1 Dejongiw
- Human Intusion (TMD)
-Cat
optic natura' phenomena ITBDI

2
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Comnfteo on Technical Bases for Yucca Mountain Standards
Fwat Meeting
SatuJrdaly. 29 ay 1993
Muarkstplace Room
EXECUTIVE SESSION
8:30 am

-

-

Potential soures of bas/conflicts of Interest
-Psonna Issues (cfxsuftants. staff. aiional members)

Redirection of constultans
Copyrltrnu
OPEN SESSION

Development of Work Plan

10:30 am

- Next steps {dat gathering. brefings, sat visIts)
- Assignments, mmbers and saff
- Schedule of meetings, etc.
12.00 pm
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ranel'studies Yucca standards By Maly Ma"If

*

V.

"That's consistent with the
. approach we've taken the last
.five years. That Is, let science not politics - determine If Yucca
|Mountain Is suitable."
0

LAS VEQS 6UN

The

head

oft

a

new

panel examining ident fte and
techbical Issues leadig to

radiation eposure standrd at
YUi Mountain said Ite eiser
to define his panel by what it
wont do.
.'Wbhavenotbeenaked tombr will we - recon mend for or
gainst locating the repwIton
Rkt Yu"ca Mountain,' R
Fri. chairman of the National
Research Counlre Committee
on Technical Bases for Yucca
Mountain Standards, said at a
pream conference Thursday.
Thecommitte has 18 months

*c cta oZ
A

to

Ycca pOJect d

set the underlying rules for Saturday morning at the Alxis

health and safty standar o
that the federal Environmnntal
Protection Agency may decide
whetherthesltepasaesthesafety
test or not, Fr said.
Thecomm

itteemeetsthrough

preconception about the subject
of our study."
There are many unanswered
questions:
Is it acientiflcally reasonable
to ame that a nuclear dump
at Yucca Mountain, 90 mites
northwest of Las Ve,
would
remain isolated for 10,000years?
Can an institution' like the
Department of Energ prevent
human intrusion? Should the
exposure standards apply to
populations or individuals?
"We don't know the aner
to these questions yet," Fri said.
But politico will be kept out of
the scientific debate,
'sid. he
The DOE's Yuas Mountain
Project Director Carl Gertz
agreed. 'Tha's consistent with
the approach 'wv taken the lat
five years. That is, let sience not politics - determine if Yucc
Mountain is suitable," he edd.
"We in the department will
take seriously anything that
comes out of this study," Gerta

Park rew
We will makeono attempt
to determine how sate Is 'safe
enough,"' he said. 'Tat is a
sida! judgment that must be
made through the political and
regulatom proesses."
Congr requested the study
through the Enerav Policy Act.
of 1992, but did not define the
goals of the panel. The EPA will
write the actual standard for
radiation exposure.
'Eve thing Is on the
table,- Fri said. b ha" no sid.
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Scientists target nuke dump standards
O A committe will look at
long-standing health and
safety regulations for the
Yucca Mountail project
By

hsa"

Mclron

R.
The National Academy of Scionees
launched an 18-month study Thursday
that could challenge or rewrite longstanding health and mfety standards
for a propoeed high-level nuclear waste
repository at Yucca Mountain.
A 15-member committee working

under the Academy's National Re.
mrch Councdl will look at existing
criteri., ft through scientific evidence
and forward Its findings to the Enironmental Photeetien Agency, which
must is final standards.
up for review will beastandards rsbting to rdiation exposr., lang-term
control of the disposal proess, the potential for human intrusion into underground storge vaults and even the
ofteniquoted test that a repository
must be able to isolate the aRent fuel
reds for at least 20,000 years.
"Everything is on the table so far as

we are concerned.' committee Chairman Robert W. Fri said during a Lee
Vegas news conterene Thusdsay. "We
are firee to question ll sumptions
and ovahante all options."
The comnnittee begpn taking testlmony Thursday and wil continue today and Snturday at the Alexis Park
Hotel. Additional hearings will follow
over the next 18 months.
Te start of the study comes at a
rocky juncture in the federal government' attempts to find a place to store
the naion's spent nuclear fuel and othor high-level radioactive waste.

Congressional investigatoes charged
Tuesday the Department of Energy is
falling further behind schedule and
monaging it money poorl a it sioentibst work to determine whether Yucca
Mountain. 100 mile northwest of Lee
Vegaa, would be a suitable site for the
Nuclear energy utilities also are
grumbling that the bulk of an evergrowing trust fund created to pay for
the repository using ratepayers fees is
being used by the government to offset
the federal budget deficit.
Please ue YUCCA159

Yucca

trom 1B
Andrew Kadakl president and
chief executive officer of the Yankre Atomic Electric Co. In Bolton.
Mass., said the academy's study
could be the first step toward restoring public confidence in the
repoitory program.
"' have no delusions of this
Iprocess) being turned around becawse the white knights of the
academy are riding in'"said Kadak, who will testify before th e
panel today. "But I think they
can write a standard that will
build public credibility. I'm confident thej will treat this as purely
sciencee
Sen. Richard Bryan, one of the
Energy Deportment's harshest
critics, met with academy oMcilsi before the study began and
he said Thursday, -The indications are they're going to attempt
to' approach this with academic
responsihility."
11e said he was concerned the
legislation authorizing the study
had focused too narrowly the lim-

its on the committee's scientists,
but after meeting with panel
members 'it seems to be the
academy is willing to go beyond
the limits."
"What I asked of them Is fidelit to a commitment to produce
the most comprehensive health
and safetV standards that can be
devised. Bryan, D-Nev.. Paid
from Washington, D.C. "They are
clearly intent on giving a broader
focus to this iae"
The academy panel's study was

ordered by the 1992 Energy Poli.
cy Act, which also directed the
Environmental Protection Agency to submit new health and safety standards for a high-level nuclear waste repoiwtory.
Existing standards have drawn
fire from program critics and scientists, who say the criteria often
are not grounded In sound sientific principles.
"What we have now is numbers
that people don't believe in and
can't relate to." Kadak said. He
suggested, for ebaa9ple, the

10,010-yenr test is too Arbitrary
and outnihle the hbundo of many
areas of sience.
"Don't say, 'We're going to
make the repository safe for
10,000 years, and then push the
acientists to say, 'OK, I'll do it:
grimacing all the way," Kodak
said. 'Let the scientists mas,
'llere's what I feel confident in
technically and here'o where I begin to get a little quishy. The
EPA is obligated to show people
the standards are credible."
Fri said panel members are going into the study with no purecon.
ceptions and with no intent of
passing judgment on Yucca
Mountain, currently the only site
under study for a nuclear waste
dump.
"We have not been asked to,
nor will we recommend for or
against, locating the repository at
Yucca Mountain," he sid. "We
will make no attempt to determine how safe is sate enough.
Thot is a social judgment that

must be made through the political and regulatory process."
He said while the authorizing
legislation appeared to call for
changes in health-and-safety
standards, "we could find the current standard in based on sound
science."
Carl Gertz. manager of the
Yucca Mountain ProJect OMfe in
Las Vegas. sid he believes the
study is cositent with the Energy Deportment'a position that
"we want science and not politika
to decide altoesutability.
He acknowledged the study
could find flaws in the current
process' but said 1 would take
seriously any recommendations
by the national aeademy.'
The National Academy of Sd.
ence. is a private organization of
scientists and scholars who repw
lary provide direction and advice
to the federal government. Te
group was established by congrssional charter in 1863.
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SUMMARY OF STATUS
OF SECRETARY'S REVIEW

Date: 6110/93

*

The Secretary has initiated a review of the Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management Program, as she promised in her statements during her
confirmation process

*

Thus far her review has included two parts.
The first part has been the review of an extensive set of comments and reports with respect
to the program that have been produced over the last several years.
-

-

The second part of the review has consisted of a series of meetings and conversations
conducted by the program staff, her staff, and In some Instances with her own
participation, with elected and appointed State and local officials having direct constituent
responsibilities, American Indian, environmental, public Interest and Industry groups. The
purpose of these meetings was to elicit views on the program and suggestions regarding
the type of stakeholder participation that would be useful and objective.

These discussions thus far indicate that a comprehensive, consultative
process involving many stakeholders will be difficult to achieve
JTPCPOP5.GERTZ/6-1 1-93

SUMMARY OF STATUS
.OF

Date: 6/10193

SECRETARY'S REVIEW
(CONTINUED)

As she has previouslystated, however, her reviewwill include a consultative
phase that seeks the views of interested parties in meetings that will
promote discussions among the participants and development of
consensus, if consensus is possible, on the major program issues before.
us. Where consensus is not achievable, one approach would be to record
particularviews and concerns, and, consistentwith program goals, attempt
to accommodate them.
*

We will also be very interested in the results of another effort, that we
understand is presently in the planning stage by the Keystone Center. A
first planning meeting was held by Keystone and the results were
inconclusive.

-

The secretary will take the results of the entire review into account, giving
special consideration to those areas or issues in which consensus was
reached, in making judgements on how the program should be redirected.

*

Although her objective is to complete her review of the program this fall,
the schedule will be dependent on the final process to be developed based
on discussions with the participants.
JTPCPOP6.GERTZA-1 1-93
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Statement of Eazel R. O'Leary

Secretary of Energy
before the
House Committee on Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources
June 8, 1993
OVERVIEW
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to
appear before you today to discuss the Depertment's FY 1994
budget request to fund its responsibilities with regard to
nuclear energy issues.
The Department of Energy's FY 1994 budget is responsive to the
President's plan for achieving national economic renewal. The
President has identified the Department of Energy as an integral
part of his investment program and his deficit-reduction
objective. As part of his longer-term investment strategy for FY
1994-1998, the President has proposed to redirect the
Department's research and development priorities. Increased
emphasis has been placed on research and energy conservation;
natural gas utilization, renewable energy sources and energy
efficiency. As reflection of the priority change, the budget
proposes elimination of the research and development funding
support and related facility funding for advanced nuclear reactor
The
technology that has no near-term commercial applicat.on.

budget request, however, retains a strong commitment to the
Department's responsibilities to manage nuclear waste safely and
efficiently.

You have asked me, in your invitation, to respond to a number of
suecific questions regarding aspects of your Subco~mittee's
oversight and I have included the answers to those questions in

my prepared statement. There are several discrete nuclear
activities within the Department's program. They include
management of high level radioactive waste in accordance with the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, nuclear energy research and
development, the Uranium Enrichment Enterprise, and the generic
issues of radioactive waste cleanup arising from weapons system
activities, including the responsibility for uranium mill
tailings remediation. The role of nuclear energy in the United
States, today and in the future, remains controversial. Among
these activities are some of the Department's most significant
and difficult challenges. Nevertheless, the budget represents a
consistent approach to the nuclear issue that addresses the most
critical. needs of the nuclear industry and its customers.
This Administration has placed a high priority upon the
responsibility to manage the nuclear waste that has resulted from
commitments made in the ptst, both in the national defense
efforts of World War 'I and the Cold War and in the Federal

lb 11113
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initiatives that launched the civilian nuclear energy industry.
The budget provides funding to pursue the Congressionally
mandated program for the disposal of spent fuel from civilian
nuclear powerplants and processed high level waste from the
weapons program.
The Department's responsibilities for uranium enrichment in
support of the commercial nuclear energy industry are being
transferred to the newly established U.S. Enrichment Corporation
as directed by the Congress in the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
time
Despite the complexity of the transfer and the short will
be
transfer
provided, we are hopeful that a successful
will
structure
corporate
strong
a
completed by July 1, and that
of
goal
Congressional
the
fulfill
be created that will ultimately
full privatization.
has
Within the current fiscal constraints, the Administration
of
placed a much reduced priority upon Federal encouragement
are
We
future generations of civilian nuclear powerplants.
in
continuing our cooperation with the nuclear power industry
of
generation
development of a standardized design for the next
for
basis
the
light water reactors. This design would provide should make the
commercial orders if the electric power industry
economic decisions to invest in nuclear powerplants in this of
decade. We have not continued funding for the development
advanced reactor technologies that do not have near term
commercialization potential. Only actinide recycle technology,
which holds a potential to benefit the high level nuclear waste
disposal strategy, will be continued.
Overlying the Depart-ment's nuclear strategy are more general
of our
management approaches that will help accomplish all
Department
the
objectives more efficiently. We have reorganized
three
to consolidate functions that relate to the Department's
energy
nuclear
of
role
major missions. Recognizing the integral
waste
nuclear
civilian
the
within the national energy mix,
management, nuclear research and development and our continuing
involvement in uranium enrichment will be placed in the energy
team.
to be
The Federal Government's role in nuclear energy continues
direct
it's
and
industry
nuclear
the
to
essential, not only
the
beneficiaries, but'also to all Americans who depend uponof our
consequences
the
in
share
who
and
electric power system
responsibility to safely and efficiently manage nuclear waste.
I will now highlight some specific program elements as you
requested in your invitation.
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CIVIIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

The Department's mission with regard to spent nuclear fuel and
high-level radioactive waste is to implement the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, as amended. Our fiscal year 1994 budget
request for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program is
$380 million. This includes $260 million from the Nuclear waste
Fund, which is funded through fees paid by nuclear-generating
utilities, and $120 million from the Defense Nuclear Waste
Disposal appropriation.
Our first priority in this program is Yucca Mountain site
characterization and $262 million of our request is for those
activities. In April 1993, I provided guidance to the Civilian

Radioactive Waste Management Program to begin underground
exploration at Yucca Mountain which is absolutely necessary to
determine whether or not Yucca Mountain is suitable for a
geologic repository. We expect to complete the 200-foot starter.
tunnel by the end of fiscal year 1993 and the budget request for
fiscal year 1994 will permit tunneling of approximately 5,000
feet into the Mountain by the end of fiscal year 1994. We expect
to begin next spring tunnel boring with a 25-foot tuntel-boring
machiie for which we just last month awarded the contract. The
budget will permit us to continue necessary surface-based

drilling and to complete two deep boreholes for downhole testing
below the water table and 17 shallow boreholes for natural
infiltration studies, as well as permit some drilling on two 10hour shifts. In addition, this budget request will permit us to
achieve closure at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff level
on extreme erosion, eliminate volcanism as a site disqualifier,
and complete preparation and present to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission rationale to sulport the initiation of the seismic
hazard issue resolution topical report.
Also, as a result of my guidance to the program in April, in 1994
we are requesting $15.7 million in the spent fuel storage area
that focuses on development of a multipurpose canister system
concept that would provide canisters for storage, transport-eton,
and eventually, disposal. In fiscal year 1994, this fundina
level will permit us to complete conceptual design and initiate
certification design for a multipurpose canister. we will focus
less on Monitored Retrievable Storage except to support voluntary
siting activities.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND WASTE WiNa

The Administration is firmly committed to honor the government's
obligation to clean up the DOE nuclear weapons complex in order

to protect our environment and the health and safety of our
citizens.
This is coupled with the determination to achieve
those objectives as efficiently and cost-effectively as possible.
3
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In your letter of invitation to testify, you indicated several
environmental restoration projects which _ will now discuss in
detail.
waste Isolation Pilot Plant
With the enactment of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act in FT 1993,
many new statutory requirements were imposed on DOE, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and other Federal
agencies. The FT 1994 request allows the Department to meet its
Land Withdrawal Act requirements and to continue moving toward a
disposal decision, while maintainina the readiness of -he WIP
site to begin and conduct a Test Phase with limited cuantities of
transuranic waste when all statutory conditions have been met.
The FT 1994 request of $214.2 million also encompasses funding
for the continuation of performance assessment and modeling
activities and ongoing non-radioactive tests and laboratory
studies. A large portion of this request will allow the
Department in FT 1994 to initiate key tests, such as the Los
Alamos source term experiment, that the National Academy of
Sciences view as critical to the demonstration of the suitability
of the WIPP site as a repository.
Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project
The Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Project has been
conducting remedial actions since 1983. Of the 24 sites,
remediation has been completed at 10 and remediation is under way
at 8 additional sites in 1993. The sites completed or underway
account for 89 percent of the total materiel to be remediated.
Also, over 90 percent of the more then 5,000 vicinity properties
have been cleaned up. The remaining 6 sites are in advanced
stages of design and will be started in Fiscal Years 1994 through
1996. The Congressionally mandated authority for the project
ends September 1996. All sites will be completed or underway by
that date, but several may not be completed until Fiscal Year
1997.

In 1988, Congress amended the Act to provide additional time and
authority for DOE to remediate ground water at the 24 sites. In
Fiscal Year 1991 the first funds were appropriated for the ground
water project. The standards currently proposed by the
Environmental Protection Agency provide regulatory flexibility
that do not necessarily require cleanup at all of the sitet. The
Department is currently preparing a Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement for the Uranium Mill Tailings Ground Water
Project that will present a strategy for achieving regulatory
compliance but will not necessarily require costly cleanup at
many of tbi-sites. The current schedule to finalize that
document is FY 1994.

4
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West valley Demonstration Project
In FT 1993, DOE will continue to process liquids from the first
sludge washed through the Integrated Radwaste Treatment System
and to prepare the Phase II Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
During FT 1994, the Department expects to complete the first
three sludge wash operations and conclude the vitrification
The Department will complete the
mechanical-electrical contract.
of the NOx (Nitrous Oxide)
testing
and
checkout,
construction,
System and the Vitrification Facility in FT 1995. Also in FY
1995, the Phase 1I Final Environmental Imnact Statement will be
published. Vitrification hot operations are scheduled to begin
in FT 1996. We are requesting $124 million for our FT 1994
activities.
National Low-Level Waste Manaaement Prooram
The National Low-Level Waste Program implements the
responsibilities assigned to DOE by the Low-Level Radioactive
The
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-240).
Department provides continuing assistance to states and comnract
regions in meeting their responsibilities as outlined under this
Act and also is developing a program for disposal of greater than
Class C low-level radioactive waste from Nuclear Reoulatory
licensees.
Attempts to establish low-level waste sites by the Department of
In sDite
Energy have proven to be somewhat less than successful.
Low-Level
the
in
established
of the incentives and penalties
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985, it is clear that
with the recent disapproval of the proposed Illinois site and the
delays in the licensing process in California, no new sites can
be expected to open in the immediate future.
We will however continue to assess the State/compact compliance
and begin the return of rebates as required by Public Law 99-240.
This issue has been under review by the Department's Office of
We are committed to completing
General Counsel for sometime now.
preparation for a Federal
in
action
priority
a
as
the analysis
to be issued this month.
position
final
our
on
Register notice
We.will complete several analyses of economic and institutional
issues related to viable disposal options for greater-than-Class
In FT 1994, our request of $11.4 million will
C low-level waste.
provide the resources for this program to. continue to be focused

on technical assistance being requested by states and compact
regions and on acceptance by the Department, of greater than
Class-C lois-level waste.
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UUCLEAR ENERGY
The Office of Nuclear Energy has the responsibility for ensuring
that nuclear power can continue to make a siganficant
contribution to the Nation's energy needs. In setting budget
priorities for energy programs, within the constraints of devicit
control, the Administration has reduced the emphasis on research
into advanced nuclear technologies in favor of emphasis on
conservation and renewable energy sources. The nuclear R&D
program includes $84.7 million for termination activities and
$182.2 million for continued program activities as compared to
our FT 1993 level of $345.4 million for program activities.
Our civilian reactor R&D budget gives priority to advanced light
water reactors, which have more potential for near-term
application. Our goal is to achieve standardized designs which
have been certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The ALWR program is a Government-industry cooperative orocram
with a minimum of 50 percent share by the private sector. It
will lead to resolution of all safety issues, with full public
participation prior to beginning construction and it will provide
for standardization of designs, which will result in a better
estimate of the cost of the plant prior to construction.
Funds
for Light Water Reactor program activities will permit receipt of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's certification of all four
Advanced Light Water Reactor designs by 1996. Also, the funds
will support standardized Advanced Light Water Reactor designs by
1996 with an additional $157 million from industry, and will
permit demonstration of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
license renewal process which, if successful, could support the
continued safe and efficient operation of many of these power
plants for up to 20 years beyond the period of their current
licenses. Projections indicate that 66 GWe could come from the
renewal of licenses for currently operating powerplants.
In keeping with the Administration's policy of curtailing funding
for nuclear R&D which has no near term commercial application,
the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor design and the Modular wich
Temoerature CGas-Cooled Reactor design programs will be canceled.
The facilities at Argonne National Laboratory-West, Idaho used to
support these research and development programs, and.nucleer
energy operations at the.Energy Technology Engineering Center in
California, will also be phased out. The budget request for FT
1994 includes $84.7 million for shutdown and closeout activities.
The only advanced reactor program remaining will be the actinide
recycle technology demonstration program. The actinide recycle
program will evaluate the technical and economic feasibility of
an innovative nuclear fuel cycle technology. The Fuel Cycle
Facility and the Analytical Laboratory at Argonne National
Laboratory-West will be operated to support the actinide recycle
6
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program. The actinide recycle funding request is S15.0 Million
in FY 1994; $6.9 million is requested in the facilities budget
for continued operation of the required facilities.
UANIUH ER1CHENT
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 transferred most uranium enrichment
functions from the Department to the newly established United

states Enrichment Corporation,

effective July 1, 1993.

The

responsibility for production and marketing of enriched uranium
will transfer to the Corporation, although the Department will
continue to own the gaseous diffusion plants where the uranium is
enriched. The Corporation will lease the facilities from the
Department, and will reimburse the Department for the cost of
administering the lease. In addition; the Department will have
an ongoing oversight role of the operation as well as
responsibility for some facilities that will not be leased by the
Corporation.

Environmental remediation responsibilities related to pre-

existing conditions resulting from enrichment operations
conducted by the Department prior to July 1, 1993, remain the
responsibility of the Department. Funding to be provided from
the newly established Uranium Enrichment Decontamination and
Decommissioning Fund will assist in paying for the remediation.
included in the FT 1994 budget request for the Office of Nuclear
Energy Uranium Enrichment Program is $160.0 million for the final
demand charge payment to the Tennessee Valley Authority as per-,
of a July 1987 contract settlement.
CONCLUSION
The FY 1994 budget process has initiated the redirection of
Departmental priorities. Further work will be required. To that
end, I launched a comprehensive policy review of all critical

Departmental missions. I expect this review to contribute to a
rethinking of the Department's fundamental responsibilities, and

how those responsibilities are carried out. My aim is to build a
strong consensus among internal and external parties on

Departmental priorities, ways of achieving results rather than
merely managing programs, and means to a more comprehensively
coordinated energy policy among departments and agencies.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that the FY 1994 budget request for the
Department of Energy, and particularly the programs I have
discussed in this statement are sound and balanced, and provides
I look forward to working with
strong support for our missions.
Congress to enact this budget.
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SEC.

2

(a) Section 302(a)(2) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

. --

NUCJEM WASTE FUND

3

1982 (42 U.S.C. 10222) is

4

followina new sentence:
';For the fiscal yea

5

amended by adding at the end the

beginning October 1, 1993, and for each

6

susquent fiscal year through the fiscal year beginning October

7

l,

8

the Consuer Price Index for all uran consiers publIshed by the

9

Depar=eut of Labor for the 12 months of the preceding fiscal

10

11

1997, such fee shall be annually adjusted for inflation using

year.

(b) Section 302(e)(2) of the Vuclear Waste Policy Act of

12

1982 (42 U.S.C. 10222) is amended by striking in the second

13

sentence the words 8, and shall be included in the Budget of the

14

United States Govezent".

15

(c) Section 302 of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (42

16

U.S.C. 10222) is amended by adding new subsections (f)

17

follows:

18

.(f) OBF-RUfDGET STUS OF WASTE FD.--

(1)

and (g) as

N G

.

19

uotwithatandlng any other prisiom of law, the receipts and

20

disbs

21

budget authority

22,

calculaton of the deficit or surplus, for purposes of-

23
24

mts of the Waste rd

shall not be counted as new

outlays, or receipts, or included in the

(IL) the budget of the united States Gov~zxment as
subnitted bT the Presidents

25

-(B)

26

Govezit; or

the congressional budqet for the UAited States

;'
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(C)

1
2
3

the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control

Act of 1585.
(2)

Any disbursement from the Waste Fund shall be exenpt

4

from reduction under any order issued under part C of the

5

Balanced 8udget &ad Emrgency Deficit Control Act of 1985.

6

^g)

SUJECT TO APPROPERIIlONS.

-

NotwithstandIng

7

subsection (f), any disbursement Erom tha Waste Fud shAll be

a

subject to appropriations but shall not be included in the

5

discretionary spending Lizits as set forth in section 601 of the

10

Congresiosnal TBdget and Mmpoundment Control Act of 1974 and

1

shall not be subject to any purpose under the Balinced Budget and

12

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985..
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Senators allow
O'Leary tactic
a Spending for the Yucca.

Mountain project would be'
beyond Congress' budget
controls under a neyw plan.
tl

Touy Bson

Doom Wmt*%Vn Bureau
WASHINGTON - I)espite harp

questioning rmm some enttors, Ihe
Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee voted Wednesday to allow

the l)epartment of Energy to spend
money at Yucca Mountain without being subject to budget limits sei by Congrass each year.
The amendment, pushed by committee Chairman &en. J. Ilennelt Johnson,

was ctiolly received by the

panel, anid Sens. Bill lBradley, D)-N.J.,
and Paul Welistone, D)-Minn., voted
Please see SENATEI2B

Senate-

From lb
against it. Some committee membas agred to vOte for the meaer nly
a after beVng told It could
beamendad later.
Thb ot eome onoday after
Er
'8 ry Havel Oleaoy
'Widhad asked the White
House to sign off on the plan to
take Yucc Mountain 'off budget..
The action weuld let the Deo
tment of Energy avoid seekannua approval fom COngr before tapping money from
the nuclear waste aeount that
funds studies at Yucca Mountain.
The account holds a $3.7 billion

r

1e nuclear waste account In
funded by assessments on nuclear
utilities, and Is dedicated to developing a repoaltery to store
highly radioactive set fuel reds
from power plants.
As or continues at Yucca
Mountain, 100 miles northwest of
lAs Vegas, Energy Department
officials have espresed fear they
will be unable to gain access to
nore then $6 billion thv need to
meet end
deee deadlines
to determine if the Nevada alte is
suitable for a rpository.
Cumutly Cengrs seti limits

L.
on how much eon be spent frm
the fund each year.
Wednesday's lengthy committee debate may signal the budget
measure faces a tough time in

Congress
Nevada officials who oppose
the Yuc Mountain program
have complained the budget
change would shield the Energy
Department from congressional
control over the program, mmaking
It easier for the site ultimately to
be declared suitable.
Sons. Richard Bryan and Harry
Reid, D-Nev, learned of Johnston's plan late Tuesday. and lob.
bled committee members to op.
poe it

Johnston. a strong advocate of
developing Yucca Mountain into
a wase reoitory, proposed the
budget plan oas the committee pUt
together itb segent of a large
budge-ptting bill sought by
President Clltofn.
The chairman expreed surprise and Ineaing irritation
when his Yucca Mountain proposal wO met with persisent
questioning by other senatos
Sm sntors revived questions
whether the nucdear wse pro
grm wa wokn*t all.
Sen Pate D
omnlR-NMI.,

Veg"

Revfew-Joanaefthrsday, June 10. 1993

predicted Johnstons amendment
woud fail on the Senate floor because It would be deemed extraneoue to Clinton's budget bill.
Welletone requested the committee vote be delayed, saying he
needed more time to study it
Sen. Dole Bumpers. D-Ark.,
bl complained of short notice,
and cited a recent report by the
Generl Acounting Oflice that
takes strong exeeption" to moving Yucca Mountain off budget.
Bradley said he found it interesting that the amendment would
be included in Clinton' budget,
which Is meant to reduce the federal deficit. By taking Yucca
Mountain ofT budget, the federal
government could no longer
count the $3.7 billion balance in
the nuclear waste fund against
the Federal deficit.
Sen. Larry Craig, R-ldaho, said
he was Inclined to support Johndton, but stressed that Congres
should not surrender oversight of
the Yucca Mountain program.
Paying $6.3 billion for site
studies before building a $3 billion repository "doesn't make one
heckava lot of sense, Craig said,
and he urged the committee to
take another "hard look" at Yucca Mountaln.

Johnston explained that he was
offering the amendment becausee
"this is a problem that needs
ing."
Johnston mid the committee
faces three options: build the repository at Yucca Mountain,
store nuclear waste at more than
80 power plants across the country or find another site.
When Wellstone continued to
press for a delay in the vote,
Johnston said, "We don't need another week to be able to grasp
this concept. You may want to
defeat Yucca Mountain and have
the 80 sites around the country
be the permanent rwaste dumps. I
ktnow you've got some storecd in
Minnesota. Maybe that's a good
solution."
The committee eventually decided Senate procedures would allow the measure to he amended
before it reached the floor, and
decided to pursue that option.
Bryan described Johnston's
amendment as "another sneak attack," and said he was encouraged by the resistance it met.
Reid predicted the amendment
would be defeated on the Senate
floor. Unless you have 60 votes,
you can't take items oft budget,"
he maid.
n.x

.
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O'Leary seeks nuke
site funds
OThe energy boss asks
for permission to pay for
Yucca Mountain projects
without congressional OK.
By Tony Batt
Donrey Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON - Energy Secretary
Hazel O'Leary has asked the White
House to allow the Department of Energy to spend money at Yucca Mountain without approval by Congress.
The proposal to take Yucca Mountain 'off budget" enjoys broad support
from the department, state utility commissioners and the nuclear power industry, O'Leary told Leon Panetta, director of the White House Office of
Management and Budget, in a May 25
letter made public Tuesday.
The energy secretary said that without the change, progress at Yucca
Mountain wfll be constrained by budgetary limitations,' even though the
trust fund that feeds the project has a
multibillion-dollar surplus.
O'Leary's request came to light as
she testified before a House Natural
Resources subcommittee on energy and
mineral resources. Members of the
panel responded skeptically, and
O'Leary said she would discuss it in
more detail if the budget office decides
to pursue the idea.
Most of the money being spent to
study Yucca Mountain comes from a
nuclear waste fund supported by assessments on nuclear power utilities.
Congress decides each year how much
can be taken from the fund.
As the federal deficit deepens, nuclear power officials are concerned law.
makers will limit the program's budget, putting scientists further behind
schedule. The idea to change the way
Yucca Mountain is budgeted originated in the final days of James Watkins'
tenure as energy secretary.
The change would allow the Energy
Department to tap into the nuclear
waste fund as needed to determine if
Yucca Mountain, 100 miles northwest
of Las Vegas, is a suitable site to store
70,000 tons of high-level nuclear
waste.
At the House hearing, O'Leary was

asked by Rep. Richard Lehman,
D-Calif., how she would make up
for this 'hole in the budget of
$300 million' if Yucca Mountain
is moved off budget.
O'Leary hedged, saying she
would be in a better position to
respond after the budget office
had reached a decision. But she
said the fund has been viewed as
a "paper account," and the focus
should be changed so the department has more access to the
funds.
Rep. Barbara Vucanovich, RNev., who delivered a scathing
opening statement blasting the
department's management of
Yucca Mountain, noted the General Accounting Office and the
Nuclear Waste Technical Review
Board oppose taking the program
off budget.
"I would urge this committee
and the Congress as a whole in
the strongest possible terms to be
ever vigilant and aggressive in
its oversight of the Department of
Energy in this area," she said.
O'Leary said she hoped a process could be worked out so Congress would maintain some voice
over funding for Yucca Mountain,
noting it is not "in the nations

best interest" for Congress to lose
oversight of the program.
Congress would have to ap.
prove legislation changing the
way Yucca Mountain is budgeted.
Sen. Richard Bryan, D-Nev.,
labeled O'Leary's proposal "an attemptto get a blank check for the
nuclear waste program in Nevada.
'It would impact the deficit;
and create a new federal entitlement program for the nuclear
power industry, which is most
anxious to avoid any kind of oversight," Bryan said.
Also at the hearing, O'Leary
sought to clear up confusion
about the department's review of
the Yucca Mountain program.
She acknowledged that during
her confirmation hearing in Jan-.
uary she had mentioned the need
for an independent review of the
project.
O'Leary said Tuesday an independent review still is a possibility, but Nevada officials have decinet to participate in such a
review, and she will need another
month to determine how the
study can be conducted.
This review would be separate
from her own review of the program, she said.
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GAO REPORT
* We agree that projected costs have increased and
schedules have slipped.
-

Caused by not getting the money needed to stay on schedule and
therefore the job will take longer to complete

* We agree that DOE did not request the money needed
to stay on schedule
-

Caused by pressures from OMB to maintain all national programs
with little or no increase in annual expenditures

* We agree that the technical aspects of the YMP
continue to be shaped by DOE's overall schedule
objectives.
-

However, science is not being compromised, only deferred
JTPCPOP9.GERTZr6-1 1-93

GAO REPORT
(CONINUED)

* The time period studied by GAO was a snapshot in
time as we were getting processes in place to begin
field work and are not representative of out-year
distribution of funds
* "'Infrastructure" costs are made up of
-

Administrative activities
Such as managing the project, rent, phones, etc.

-

Compliance activities
Such as environmental regulations, safety and health regulations,
interacting with oversight bodies (e.g.., NWTRB, NRC, Etc.) etc.

* In most cases the science and technical work can not
be done without doing the supporting compliance and
administrative activities
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TO:

Gerry Charnof£, Ernie Blake,
Mitch Ross

FROM:

Jay Silberg

DATE:

June 8,

RE:

Prairie Island ISFSI Decision

Tom Baxter, Mindy Buren,

1993

The June 8 decision by the Minnesota Court of Appeals
(the statess intermediate appellate court) holds that Northern
States Power's proposed dry storage spent fuel facility requires
explicit authorization by the state legislature before it can
proceed to construct the facility.The decision turns on the definitions in the Minnesota
Radioactive Waste Management Act, which requires legislative
approval prior to construction or operation of a
waste management facility.9

radioactive

The key holding of general interest

is the court's conclusion that spent fuel stored at an on-site
dry cask storage facility Spermanently storeda as that term is
used in the state law.
NSP is planning to seek review of the decision in the
Minnesota Supreme Court and to ask for expedited treatment.
However,

it may be several months before NSP learns whether the

Supreme Court will agree to review the case.
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SECRETARY OF ENERGY
ADVISORY BOARD TASK
FORCE ON RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT
(717193)

JTPCPOP12.GERTZ/VB1 1-93

Secretary of Energy Advisory Board
Washington, DC 20585

JU.7
9 o 53 .j'

May 24, 1993

.

The Secretary of Energy Advisory Board Task Force on Radioactive
Waste Management will meet on July 7, 1993 to approve revisions
to its draft Report. The meeting, which is open to the public,
will be held at the National Wildlife Federation, Kimball
Conference Room, 1400 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
It is scheduled to start at 9:00 a.m. and will end at
approximately 4:00 p.m. The National Wildlife Federation is
easily accessible by public transportation.
The Task Force will first hear from interested parties about
their reactions to the revisions proposed by the Task Force
staff. The panel will then review the changes and approve a
final version of the document.
Individuals and groups that submitted formal comments on the
draft will automatically be sent a copy of the proposed final
Report. They will also receive a compilation of all public
comments along with a summary of how those suggestions were
incorporated into the proposed final Report. Others wishing to
obtain those materials should write to Dr. Daniel Metlay,
Secretary of Energy Advisory Board, 1000 Independence Avenue,
S.W., Washington, D.C. 20585.
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MEDIA INTERACTIONS

* ABC Nightly News interviewed Max Blanchard
regarding GAO Report and cost and scheduling
Date and air time to be determined

* Linda Smith media availability today to local media
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NEVADA,
erated by US nuclear power plants, federal
scientists could hardly have found a place
more hospitable to their needs than this
MARGOSA VALLEY. stretch of desert in southern Nevada. LargeNevada - Rick Casey. the ly vacant and owned by the federal govern.
handyman at Cowboy Joe's ment. the land around the proposed waste
food mart and legal brothel at site on Yucca Mountain is home to many who
this dusty roadside stop east have lived in the shadow of the atomic bomb
of Death Valley. used to feel so long that they seem blase about radiation.
the earth shake whenever the While Nevada as a whole strongly opposes
Energy Department set off a the project, many in this town of 1.000 supnuclear bomb at the neigh- port it. Cowbo*y Joe Richards has even put up
a billboard that boasts to Lass Vegas-bound
boring weapons testing site.
The tremors never both- tourists, "Welcome to Amargosa Valley,
ered him, though. Amargsa Valley has SW- Home of Yucca Mountainf
Yet. $2 billion and 10 >ears into the proj*ived 700 nuclear blasts since the Nevada
ect,
there are growing indications that Yucca
Test Site opened in 1951 and. in Caseys view.
townspeople are no worse for the wear and Mountain may become another monument to
tear. 'I still drink the water, and I feel fine:t the government's inability to solve a basic
says the 12-year resident, alluding to evi- flaw with commercial nuclear power. the lack
dence that groundwater under the test site is of a place to dispose of the used uranium fuel
floating in pools of water at reactors all
radioactive.
around the country. Beset by frustrating deIn their 36year quest for a place to bura.
YUCCA MOUNTAIN. Page 28
the deadly high-level radioactizve waste genBy Scott Allen
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::uncertain
future

Continued from Page 25
lays, charges of mismanagement, perhaps nuclear waste could be re:nd doubts about the wisdom of cycled into fuel at a competitive
:lding it at all, the project faces an price?
But Yucca's growing problems
uncertain future under new Energy
also
reflect the politics that have
Secretary Hazel O'Leary.
-. The project is well behind ached- dogged the nuclear waste issue since
cule - a planned 14-mile tunnel sys- the National Academy of Sciences
tem is stll only a few feet long - and first recommended burying the stuff
Energy Department officials say in 1957. Nevada residents are open.they cannot possibly prepare the site minded about nuclear projects - Sen.
to open In 2010 as planned unless Harry Reid, a Democrat, is lobbying
their budget is doubled. Customers for a nuclear weapons disassembly
of utilities that use nuclear power plant in the state right now - but
are paying the tab. (Residents of they *iew the repository as little
Neu: England, the region most de- more than a political dirty trick. Unpendent on nuclear power, paid M38.6der a 1987 deal, widely known here
as the "screw Nevada bul Congress
Zmillion into the fund last year.)
-

ne

internal deparunent re-

&ort suggests that the concept be-

hind Yucca Mountain - permanent
buiil under 1.000 feet of rock - may

-be short-sighted. -We do not know
*:tat disposal technologies may be
'aiCable to succeeding generations,
:or what they may choose to dokith
the: wastes they have generated,"
reads the report, leaked to the aode
pjouial Energy Daily. The report.
ndt yet endorsed by Secretary
Oleary. says waste could be stored
:afely at reactors for a century If
:Acim were not available.
In part, the second thoughts aver
Yucca Mountain reflect the aKnost
surreal task of proving that ani
place can safely house radioactive
:waste for 10.000 years even If civilJzation collapses. Issues that are
-.meaningless today. such as the possibility of water seeping into a repostory in a desert, may become

paramount millenia fron now, when
today's scientists are long dead. Less
than 100 miles from Yucca MounZ geologists have found ancient
snail shells that prove parts of the
desert were once under water.
And some academic researchers
suggest the whole notion of a $S3
billion "permanent" waste site may
:one day be seen as 20th-century hubris. W'hat if there is a eure for cancer. they ask. which would make ra-

partment because the state's voters
have a veto over the project that requires an act of Congress to reverse.
The Energy Department has offered
Nevada $100 million a year to drop
the veto right, and Gov. Bob Miller
has indignantly refused. "Nevada Is
not for sae!" he thundered to nuclear waste managers last month at a
Las Vegas conference sponsored by
the American Society of Cvil Engineers.
The collapse of the project would
have enormous Implications. For
more than 20 years, the US government has jeriodically named potential nuclear waste sites. only to drop
abruptly dropped possible waste them becato of some overlooked
sites in the home states of a former environmental flaw or pressure from
House Speaker and majority leader. powerful politicians. If a waste site
leaving Yucca Mountain as the only
candidate for 77,000 tons of nuclear
reactor waste as well as at least
8&000 tons of military waste from nu-.
'Would you like to
clear weapons production.
nucleir waste
0s

have 70,000 tons
30 miles from your
home?"

revkws skept

Energy Department officials say
they won't build the repository If
studies show It woud be unsafe, but
outside reviewers have found that
their research seems skewed toward
getting the repository open. For instance, the,24-foot-wide "study" tannes now being drilled are far bigger
than needed for research a presidential commission found. Another
reviewer, fomer Air Force Brig
Gen. Joel Hall, said some researchers have a financial stake in finding
the site safe. "Such biased activity
reflects gross mismanagement or an
intentional version and circumvention of the law," he wrote.
Energy Department officials say
Hall, a private management consultant, is wrong and point out that the
presidential commission found no
flaws serious enough to slow the
project. Still. O'Leary plans to hire a
science adviser to take charge of
Yucca Mountain research.
Nbow. Nevadans oppose the waste

MARSHALL FOX
Amargaea Valley store owner

can't be build in an unpopulated deset, some industry observers say,

maybe it can't be built anywhere.
As Department of Energy geologist Tom Bjestedt puts It. ulf you
can't site It in Nevada, our political
process in our siety Isjust too immature to have ever created this
waste hi the fast place, because we
don't inow how to handle t."
Voanos, ash and rock
But for a geological twistof fate,

Yucca Mountain might have been
poked and prodded not by Energy
researchers, but by Shorty Harris
and the other legendary gold miners
who founded he, boom towns of
southern Nevada at the turn of the
century. A series of violent volcanic
eruptions 12 milion to 15 million
--
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with thick lavers of hot ash that, as it
cooled, formed an extremely dense
form of rock called tuft. Visitors to
the top of Yucca Mountain can see a
gold mine across Crater Flats, while
under their feet the rock is almost
tar-like.
High-level nuclear waste generates so much heat that specially designed storage containers can only
hold It for a matter of centuries. Because the waste doesn't decay for
10.000 years or more, the National
Academy of Sciences recommends
burying it Inarock deposit so thick,
so stable and so dry that it can contain the radioactivity even after the
storage casks leak. Trains or trucks
would carry the casks through tunnels deep Into the repository, where

make that 95 percent - that Yucca

Mountain will meet the regulatory
requirements."
Yucca Mountain is already, surrounded by radioactive waste and
contamination. The military set off
above-ground nuclear explosions on
Frenchman Flats 20 miles to the
east throughout the 1950s, switching
to underground tests in 1962. Today,
at least 3,000 acres of soil and an undetermined amount of groundwater
are contaminated from the blasting.
Twenty miles to the west of Yucca
Mountain, meanwhile, US Ecology
runs one of the nation's few low-level
radioactive waste sites.
Even the project's offices, once
used by NASA's ill-fated nuclear

rocket program, have a radioactve
past. The rockets showered Jackass
Flats with contaminated debris,
leaving some areas off-limits to peo-

the casks would be buried In stone
for the ages.
Researchers are especially Interested in a hard layer of tuff 100
feet underground. By geologic good
fortune, this Wyer
is750 to 1,200 feet
above the groundwater and underlay
by a rock cald wlite, which tends
to block radionucides from spreadIng The low water table had the
added advantage of keeping settlers
as-ay - no one lves within 13 niles
of the mountain.
These attributes had made Yucca
Mountain the nation's top-rated potential waste site before Congress In

ple 20 years later.
Yet, Yucca Mountain at least in
the full bloom of spring, Isno wasteland. An unusually wet winter
turned the desert fior a uniform
greenish-browu broken by pink and
yellow flowers, and Joshua trees that
resemble scarecrows holding porn
pomns And every step off established
trapis seems to disturb some bird or
lizard or snake going sbout its business in blissful Ignorance of the

mountain's possible fate.
Many of the 30 people who
live Inthe two closest towns are unconcerned about the prospect of a
nuclear waste repository. 'l would
much rather live in Beatty, 25 miles
from something that's buried 1,000
feet underground, than lve near a
nuclear power plant." says John
Bass, manager of the Burro Casino
in Beatty.
Cowboy Joe's handyman Casey
says the repository would help the
1987 abruptly eliminated sites in economy. "It sounds great to me," he
Texas and Washington from consid- says. .It might bring some business
eration. Carl Gertz, the Energy DeBut others don't believe this despartment's Yucca Mountain Project
manager, was quoted in 1988 as say- ert's natural beauty should be put at
ing, 'We're 99 percent sure - wel, risk to help out the nuclear power
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industry. Annie Ample. a former
stripper and actress, and her husband. former Bob Dylan guitarist
Marshall Fox, moved to Amargosa
Valley three years ago to follow Ample's dream of opening an Indian
store in the desert They opened the
store all right, down the street from
the main gate to Yucca Mountain.
'Would you like to have 70,000
tons of nuclear waste 30 miles from
your home?' asks Fox. We're basicaly sacrificial lambs in a sacrificial
lande"

Fox and Ample concede that the
majority of their neighbors probably
support the repository, but they lay
that to the people's isolation and lack
of power. The federal government
has long disregarded local concerni
at the test site, Ample explains.
'If you had to say where is the
most corrupt, lack-of-justice place
for this junk, this is it," says the outspoken Ample.
In truth, because of the long life
of radioactive waste, the people being asked to make the sacrifice generally haven't been born yet As a result, most of the Energy Department's studies focus on atimeframe
that no one alive today wil experience. For instance, they must show
how far under ground water could
carry radionuclides in 10,000 years
'if it takes less than 10.000 years to
go three miles. Is not safe,' explains project manager Gertz.
But many Nevadans regard such
exercises as fantasy. They simply
don't trust researchers' ability to see
that far Into the future. Even before
the studies are completed. events,
such as afreak earthquake last June
that shattered the windows in the
administration building at Yucca
Mountain, are challenging the predicters' credibility.
'It was kind of a surprise," admits Dan Soeder, a US Geological
Survey geologist working on the
project. The quake, which centered
on Little Skull Mountain nine miles
Continued on next page
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Quake worried many
Continued from preceding page
from Yucca Mountain, dihl about
$MWOO
worth of damage to the
priJect orfiee.
At the Society of Civil Engineers
meeting in LAs Vegas, a number of
seismologista stressed that earthqluakes don't pose a major threat to
.underground waste storage because
* they do moot of their damae at the
surfuce,

I,^

But there are plenty of other
ghallenging Issues, such as the seven
volenoes that ring the mountain,
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* one of which is too new for accurate
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predictio of erupton And ne
hydrogeologists say the water that
once covered parts of the desert
could retr
In addition, there are questions
about how people will use the desert
in the luture, tanford University
economist Geoffrey Rothwell has
said the repotory bi foolishly locat-
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In 1951, the goveom t cembined Army maneur with nuclear exploswoss on Frencman Flats, eat of Yueca Moutali

ed along the major transportation
corridor between Rene and Las Vegas. One of the ironies of Yucc
Mountain is youve got one of the
fastest-growing urban areas in the
country miles from it,' he said.
Energy Seeretary O'Leary
hasn't made any pronouncements

yet about Yucca Mountain's destiny,
but she has met with repository opponent Gov. Miller, who helped carry the state for Clinton last fall and
premised to involve state politicians
in any decision.
To be r, any effort to shetve
Yuea Mountain will meet resistance
from the nuclear industry s well an

Sen. Bennett Johnston, a louiana
Democrat and the legislitive arhiteet of the project Johnston this
month warned the Energy Department not to slow the project, saying,
Mmt' a trap. The anti-nukes want
to do that so they can say that each
plant is a nuclear waste dump."
But some observers say the new
internal report, with its reassuring
statement that there is "no urgent
safety reaon" to build Yucca now,
suggests the repository won't get
built In our lifetime anyway.
Dian Sidebotharn of the New
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution - an opponent of nuclear power
and no fan of the Yuea project found the report discouraging, coming as it does on the heels of such a
sorry history. Doesn't it sound like
pusing the buck to your she says.

I
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Where else, then?
Prospects
elsewhere.
are dni .
By Scott Allen
i;Lt4NE ,:tAYF

When Yankee Rowe nuclear
power plant split its first atom
in 1961. federal researchers
were prowling-mestern salt
mines in search of a place to
bury the deadly by-prmfucua
that the radioactive chain reacdon created.
Thirty:cwo years later. the
iWes tern Massachusetw reactor
is closed. and the owners are
preparing to dismantle it. But

the 220 tons of high-level nucear waste that Yankee Rowe
generated remain submerged
incold water, waiting for the
federal government to come up
with a final resting place..
Now. with increasing doubts
that the planned waste repository in Nevada wvil openby
2010, if ever, owners of the III
VS nuclear reactors and their
neighbors are starting to wonder. What do we do now!
Public concern over the
ALTERMATIVES, Page 29

* ALTERNATIVES
Continued from Page 25
storage of nuclear waste at reactors
is growing. Michigan Attorney General Frank Kelli is fighting a plan to
store waste from the Palisades nuclear plant in casks. saying he fears
radiation could leak into Lake Michigan. Actists are opposing Boston
Edison's application to increase the
amount of waste storage at the Pilgrim power plant.
Energy Department officials estimate that the storage pools and
casks can safely hold the waste for a
century or more. but activists say
that is an untested claim "The pools
were designed to have the rods removed every six months or so," said
Diana Sidebotham of the anti-nuclear New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution.
Tom Cotton. formerly a nuclear
waste analyst at the US Office of
Technology Assessment. predicts
that nuclear waste will become more
controversial as people realize that
the US government has no solution.
"We are sort of Inching our way
toward a policy of at-reactor gtorage."Cotton told a conference on nudlear waste management last month.
Technically, the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act give* the VS goverent
legal responsibility for high-level
waste at commercial reactors in
1998. but few utility executives hold
out much hope the government will
take the waste anywhere. Yankee
*Rowe spokesman William McGee
said Yankee Atomic Electric Co.
wants the US goverunent to build a
temporary storage faciity by 2003,
the year the plant is scheduled to be
completely decommissioned.
The federal government's best
hope. Inthe short term at least, lies
with negotiator David Leroy. Leroy
is trying to coax states and Indian
nations to host a temporary waste
repository untl a permanent solution can be found. Unlike the 1,000foot-deep grave being planned for
Yucca Mountain, Monitored retrievable storage (MRS) involves an

above-ground concrete and steel
building where workers would oversee the waste. "It's probably safe to
site an MRS in any K-Mart parking
lot in America,' says Leroy.
To sweeten the pot, Leroy offers
a series of grants to willing states
and tribes ranging from S100.000 for
doing little more than setting up an
advisory committee to consider the
idea to 85 million a year for allowing
an on-the-ground study.
But Leroy carries the baggage of
the Energy Department's poor track
record In budding a long-term repository. Utah Cat. Michael Leavitt
forbade San Juan County officials
from negotiating with Leroy, saying,
"he reality is that an MRS facility
will likely become permanent' because of "serious questions that the
Yucca Mountain repository will ever
open. Wyoming's governor also
blocked a counts participation.
So far, Leroy has enticed nine
Indian tribes but no states to move
into the second round of negotia.
tions, raising suspicions that the
program exploits the hard times on
reservations. One tribe, the Ft.
McDermitt Paiute Shoshone of Nevada and Oregon. is struggling with
more than 50 percent unemployment. Tribe attorney David Mielke
said there's nothing wrong with exploring the idea of hosting a facility
that would bring in S$1 million a
year in federal payments. 'We have
no obligation to take it," he said.
Leroy hopes to report by the end
of this year whether his volunteer
approach will work. 'It may be that
there's no place in the US that can
produce a wZllinghost. If thats so, it
won't embarrass me at all to report
that to Congress.' he said.
In the long run, the nuclear industry continues to place Its hopes in
the Yucca Mountain repository.
spending millions of dollars on adverdsing in Nevada to win over public opinion. But, as the Energy Department wan that the project is

far behind schedule, the advertising
money right be better spent on the
next generation of Nevadans.
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Cost, frustrations soar
as nuclear project lags
Backers admit problems with Nevada program
One in an occasional series

By Doug J.Swanson

Strong feelings
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An independent study of Yucca
Mojuatain operations last year put it
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN. Nev. - After
spending more than a decade and
S3.4 billion, the federal government
finally has something to show here
for its efforts.
Workers have blasted a tunnel so
long that to walk from one end to the
other takes maybe a minute.
"This is the best year we've had,"
said Carl Gertz. on-site manager for
the US Department of Energy. In
the unhappy history of this bitterly
debated, SI million.a-day program, a
40-yard horizontal hole in the mountainside assumes a contextual gleam
of triumph.
The Yucca Mountain Project combines hardball politics, frontier science and checkbook bureaucracy. As
of now. it's at least 12 years late and
on track to exceed its original Cost
estimate by 10.000 percent
What sets It apart from many
other budget-eating, schedule-bust.
ing lederal jobs is its deadly potential Chambers deep inside the mountamn are to entomb tons of spent bati -stifl highly radioactive - fuel
tronm Americas nuclear power
plants.
Congress set out to. solve the
spent-fuel storage problem in 1982
he product of lawmakers! machinations has drawn unkind words from
scientists, nuclear industry representatives,-politicians. government
auditors, utility regulators and just
ii6.1 anyone else who bothered to
til a look
The new secretary of energy has
ordered a full review.
.Any number of people ... are be
ginning to think, Maybe we
shouldn't send any more money to
Washington to pay for this hole in
the ground that Is never going to
play out.' Hazel O'Leary said in an
interview.

mopcstrongly.

"An unbelievable scandal" concluded the author, retired Ar Force
Gen. Joel T. HalL "Absolutely the
worst government program I have
everseen.'
Even some of its supporters
concede that the project is an
unwieldy collection of contradictory
forces.

If we didn't have to cater to so
many interest groups, the program
would run much faster and much
cheaper." said Tom Isaacs, director
of strategic planning for the Energy
Department "But that's the demo.
cratic process"
The federal. government has
taken on any number of thorny sdentific and social issues over the
years. spent a lot of money and produced results that many find disappointing
Drug abatement is one Alterna.
tive energy sources, another. Just
now the Clinton administration Is

embarking on health care reform,
and opponents have predictions of
expense and failure at the ready.
Yucca Mountain offers some insights Into how the price of such
projects can inflate uncontrollably.
A solve-the problem-now schedule
got bogged down in reams of regulations and minions of dollars in preliminary studies, according to Pro.
gram-watchers.
Even as project overseers talk of a
change in direction, the money continues to flow. Though the progress
of big government operations may
stall, the spending rarely does
At Yucca Mountain, what was supposed to take S60 million is now

budgeted at more than 56 billion.
So far, many say, that has only
purchased paralysis.

"Siting a nuclear waste repository
seems as distant as It did 10 years
ago." US. Comptroller General
Charles Bowsher reported to Congress in December.

Money guzzler
Just to keep the project on its
dozen-years-late pace, project manager Gert said recently, Congress
must nearly double its S37S million
annual appropriation.
Of that, 5100 million came directly
from taxpayers this year. The rest
was raised by feds imposed on nu-
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WHAT THE REPOSITORY WOULD LOOK LIKE
The eder govenme isstu g a st a Yucca Mournin
Nv.. fo a hg-l

nuclear waste orawfacty

ON THE SURFACE

This 40yard horizontal tunnel at Yucca Mountain is
viewed as a major accomplishment for a project that has
been plagued by delays, public relations problems and massive cost overruns.
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Continued from Page 28A.
tortoise.
Isbis (method) Is scientifically
unsound," the National Research
Council. an independent advisory
group, said in 1990. "Me US. pro.
gram. as conceived and implemented
over the past decade, is unlikely to
succeed."
The nuclear industry has grown
impatient
"We spent about a decade and a
lot of money arguing about the suitability of this site." said Ed Davis.
president of the American Nuclear
Energy Council. "And we haven't
even gotten down into the rock. Generally we've approached this thing
ass-backwards."
Many previous nuclear-related
projects were conducted in secrecy,
but Congress opened Yucca Mountain to independent review. One ana
lyst called it an an 'oversight spider
web."
., Program managers say the ar.
rUngement produces a cacophony of
Instruction from such entities as the
Environmental Protection Agency.
the Nuclear Regulatory Commison,
thie Nuclear Waste Technical Review
Board, the Edison Electric Institute
and the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
"i'm criticized one week by one
and one week by the other," said
Mr. Gertz. -On a complex projec,
there's probably 2.SOO ways to do IL"
Those doing the oversight coun.
ter that much about the Energy Department's performance deserves
hard scrutiny. This is. after afl, a pro.
gram about which the secretary of
energy said in 1A. "It cannot be effectively executed In Its present
form..
A 1992 report by the General Ac.
counting Office portrayed the
project as plagued by delay and drift
It told of S48 million spent on collecting seven miles' worth of rock core
samples. They're useless for seeking
a license, because for nine years
workers failed to document the samples correctly.

nel into the mountain. By 199S. It Is
to extend five miles and give scientists a way to examine the quality of
interior rock. After years of seeing
mostly paper-shuffling, some outsiders are encouraged.
"Now I think we finally mean
business." said Sen. J. Bennett Johnston, D-La., one of the legislative architects of the program.
State utility regulators, however,
opened an office this year to monitor
the project
"One could be very critical of the
costs that are associated with lack of
management," said Cas Robinson. director of the office. "Tey need to
get control of the contractors that
are out there."
Nearly all the billions spent on
Yucca Mountain go to independent
contractors. A 1992 GAO report
called the Energy Department's contracting a "high-risk area vulnerable
to waste, fraud abuse and mismanagementAt Yucca Mountain, Mr. Gertz
said, no such trouble exists.
"We know who's getting the
money, and we know what they're
doing."
Mr. Hall. the retired Air Force
general, ha a different perspective.
"We have created the most dLgusting, distasteful, dishonest environment I have ever seen in my en.
tire life," he said. "There ought to be

people in jail."
A former wing commander, Mr.
Hall, S7, finished his service career
as the Air Force's director of aerospace safety. In late 1991, he was
hired by one of the Yucca Mountain
contractors to evaluate the project
What he found made him angry.
wThey have scientists of every Ilk
down there walking around generating meaningless pieces of paper," Mr.
Hall said in.an Interview. "Uf you put
2000 people to work, It would take 20
years to read the crap the scientists
put out."

'Corrupt management'

In a 1992 letter to then-Energy
Secretary James Watkins, Mr. Hall
complained of 'a pattern of corrupt
Tunnel vision
management everywhere one looks
Work began in April on the tun- in this program." In one case, he

9/5.

said, a deputy project manager for
the Energy Department had ap
proved spending thousands of dollars for studies proposed by his girl.
friend, who worked for a contractor.
An acting undersecretary re
sponded in writing that the department's "designated agency ethic official" had found no conflict of inter.
est
In November, Mr. Hall said, he
was interviewed by two officials
from the inspector general's office,
the Energy Department's Investigative arm. A spokesman for the Inspector general said this month that
he could not confirm or deny any in.
vestigation into Yucca Mountain ac'
tivitie&.

There are more troubles pending.
The government is obligated by law
to take delivery of reactor wastes

from private utilities in 198, 12
years before the earliest possible
opening of Yucca Mountain.
The search for an interim storage
site continues, but top Energy De.
partment officials doubt that one can
be found and prepared by 1998
Utilities may be forced to scram-,
ble - and pay for - additional'
spent-fuel storage at reactor sites.
Some may sue the Energy Department
"Who knows what could happen."
said Mr. Robinson of the state regulators' group. "The possibilities of this
are mind-boggling."
Ms. O ary's anamgement review
of Yucca Mountain is under way. She
plans to name a chief scientist and is
seeking alternative suggestions for
,something that appears to make
more sense for a broader base of people."

A department task force proposed
one In March: Stop acting as If this
must be done all at once, and on
deadline.
In recent years, many scientists

have come to believe that spent fuel
can be safely stored at most reactor
sites for another century. Therefore,
the task force concluded, Yucca
Mountain planners should adopt a
step-by-step approach that could save
money and might avoid potentially
fatal errors.
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Carl Gert, Yucca Mountain project manager, stands beside at
rock found at the site. He says that just to keep the project
on its dozen-years-late pace, Congress must nearly double its
5375 million annual appropriation.
,Whlle we owe future generations

series

iAbout th.
I
Most budget experts agree
that any serious attempt to cut
federal spending Must hclude i;
Nagging questions
some of the government's biggest - and best-defended Even if the project survives In
programs. such as Social Secursomething close to current form, a
ity and Medicare.
number of crucial questions remain
But a Dallas Uoming News ex i
unanswered. Among them are bow
amiatlon
eveals that Washingthe waste would be transported and
ton
oflen
has
lacked the political
In what sort of casks It would be
win even to rein en projects widely
stored.
considered Indefensib.
Itere also remains the possibilIn "The Money Trail" an ocity. however remote, that scientists
casional serie The News looks
will find something that makes
at how programs become buletYucca Mountain unsuitable to store
proof, hide in the dusty corrs of
waste. That could force the abandonthe budget or enjoy the protee
ment of the project
tion of powerful lawmaker.
If so. said Mr. Robinson. "Tbere's
Previous installments:
a famous creek you've heard of that
* Sunday, Fb. ?: Mohair mOlwe might be up."
lions
- The U.S. government
i.
Some skeptics like to emphasize
subsidizes mohair prices.
* Sunday, March 7: f:ions
the mountain's proximity to Las
gathering dust - Overbuying by
Vegas casinos and compare the govthe Pentagon.
ernment's plan to a roll of the dice
I
* Sunday, March 21: Virtues
and a shufe of the deck.
of obscurity - The world's lrg- i
Yucca Mountain also is within 11S
est
helium stockpile.
miles of Hoover Dan Like the Yucca
I
Mountain Project, the dam was a
huge federal venture that survived a similarities with Yucca Mountain
end there
number of political knife fights.
Hoover Dam took eight years to
Spanning a Colorado River canyon, it stretched the boundaries of build. It was finished in 1936 at a cost
available technology, and Its budget of S38S million, well under budget
made accountants' eyes bulge. The and two years ahead of schedule.
atlearinralmlution-"1tsa1&
uwm
do not want to present them with
anything irreversible or Irremediable.'
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Nevada not buying
what U.S. is selling
Critics call PR campaign misleading
By Doug 1.Swanson
Sul wnzvsf

ThtuD"1niaiNgi

PAMRUM. Nev. -The battle for
the hearts and minds of Nevadans is
fought on many fronts, and one of
them is a strip shopping center in
this isolated desert town.
Here. Pete Carmack mans his outpot- a storefront where nothing is
sold except the Yucca Mountain
Project.

Mr. Carmack is a lone mercenary
of sorts for the federal government.
He is employed to spread the Department of Energys version of the truth
surrounding the proposed nuclear
waste repository in southern NevadL
Because he gets only about 10 visitors a day. Mr. Carmack has plenty of
time to give his pitch to Marge Taylor. office manager for the Pahunmp
Chamber of Commerce next door.
She wishes she could believe it
alL
-rd like to say we could trust the
federal government." she said. Isn't
that what the government tells us.
that we should trust them?"
That's what its saying In Nevaa
with decidedly mixed results It has
some determined opposition. in the
form of the governors office. For
years the two groups have waged a
hard battle of public relations, with
each accusing the other of mlslead*
ing residents.
Americans. through income taxes
and charges on utility bills, get to
pay for this fight
Thats just one of the ways federal
dollars flow to the Yucca Mountain
Project a study to detemin
whether highly radioactive spent
fuel from nuclear power plants can
be stored 1.000 feet below grnd
More than 10 years and S3 billion
have been spent on the study. and
even the Energy Department ac
knowledges that there is little to
show for it
Equally troubled has been Its
campaign to gain public approval d1
the study.
'An atmosphere of distrust per
vades the program'" a department t
task force reported in December.

The office conducts scientif
oversight of the federal govern.
ment s activities. About 10 percent of
its budget. said director Bob Loax
goes for public relations.
For example, Mr. Loux gives fr
quent speeches condemning the
project If theres a negative study or
finding released - and there have
been many - It will receive promi
'Information centers'
To help win the locals, the depart. nent mention in the offices Nevadit
ment pays a private c payNuclea Wavte News (M~otto: 7Theta
S100a year ornYamMon-i no right way to do a wrack
tain "information centers." in thing")
w The nuclear industry which
Pabrmp. LAS Vegas and Beatty.
wants a repository so it can remove
ex
audiovisual
have
centers
The
oibits. cardboard cutouts Of happy the waste from its reactor sites, k
project workers and staffers ready to working to convince Nevadans that
tate should negotiate for
Colorful govern,
answer questions.
ment publications about the project. poJect-related federal benefit. As
heavily spiced with pictures of much as 100 million a year migt be
available
nWAY. to the state.
desert wildlife, are given
The department also takes people
"the study's been going on for 10
on tours of the mountain, providing
years: said Mr. Williams. the cona bus to Las Vegas and back, alon
with a box lunch. There are six pub. sultant. 'and we (Nevada) haven't
otnance o t
lic meetings a year. said project smang o BobMelert recentllfor
ager Carl Gertz. 'We go to state fai
tn mL
Gov.c Bob er recertly
u t c
and things."
of such benefits
an- Pared the prospect
industry adds
The nuclear
in
Proposat
Indecent
movie
the
a earto he OLto
othr S milio
Robert
by
billionaireplayed
a
million y evas omer which
Tohthpas5
Redford oers Si million to spend
N
ciat paysfo
the night with a married woman
lators.
Don Williams. a Las Vegas politi- playe by Demi Moore.
"But Instead of a one-night stand,
clconsultant working for the nuget to not only sleep, but live
clearindutryseesdistnt ~we
of toxic waste for
figt. ut heywith 70.000 tonsthousands
It'sa sow.lon
of years.
a lowfghtbut~y thousands and
"It log
'And
speech.
a
in
said
governor
te
~i
OP
study
of
maid
he
are losing."
.not once anywhere in the whole dal
nents.
For its part, the state government do we get kisswed by either DeEii
points to its polls. A recent one asked Moore or Robert Redford."
Such thermal rhetoric is typical.
Nevadans whether they would vote
Each accuses the other of wasting
for or against a repository at Yucc
Mountain. Seventy~onC percent said money an public relations efforts.
Each says the other distorts science
nO.
favor of propaganda.
Themsae ha, -s paNceri
l;aste Project U111e. wiuca u3 SIJ
in Aprl. work began on a fiveported by an annual congressional
tunnel into the mountain that
appropriation. This year. it received mile
will use to study the rock
scientists
for
asking
Its
year.
Next
S5 million.
waste would be stored..
the
where
as much as S20 million.

The department badly wants the
cooperation of Nevada. because federal law gives the state eto power
over a waste repository - although
Congress can override the veto. A
swing in public sentiment also might
dissuade state officials from battling
the project in court. which they have
been doing for years.

Little to show

Opponents say the shaft Is part of
a government plan to go beyond
study of the mountain and to begin
construction of the repository without a license. That would be agaunst
the kw.

Project manager Gertz said the
tunnel is for study purposes only.
But should the repository ever
receive a license, the tunnel could
then be used as part of the complex
"You wouldn't want to build another tunnel next to it.' he said.
With the beginning of the tunnel.
the battle may be escalating. Said Mr.
Louxa Nevada's response in may
ways is to expand the level of conflict"
A professor recently moderated a
forum on Yucca Mountain that included principals from both sides
James Thurber of American University gave the panelists a long look.
Then he said. I feel like a cul.
tural anthropologist who has been
dropped among several tribes of
warring people."
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Government
borrowing
from project
This Is how money from the cash.
rich Nuclear Waste Fund became a
part of the national debt.
Congress created the fund in 1982
to pay for locating and constructing
a repository for spent nuclear reactor fuel. Utilities that produce nuclear power contribute to the fund,
passing the charge on to customers.
As of September 199Z fund reveDues totaled £6.9 billion. About $3.4
billion of that has been spent on the
search for a repository-a hunt now
confined to Yucca Mountain, Nev.
The rest of the fund. S£5 billion,
Is on loan to the US. governmentu'
The government routinely borrows from many such dedicated
funds. The largest is Social Security.
to which it owes More than S400 bil.
lion. It owes the Highway Trust Fund
nearly $13 billion. The Abandoned
Mine Reclamation Fund holds S850
million in government notes The
Railroad Retirement Board Is due £10
billion.
Total federal debt to such accounts exceeds Si trillon Tat is
part of the 54 trillion national debt.
Money owed the Nuclear Waste
Fund and others must be paid back
with general government revenue,
such as Income taxes, or by mome
borrowing from elsewhere.
So when the government spends
for nuclear waste studies the money
isn't really coming from the ded&cated fund. Instead, It drains from
the same pool of federal dollars that
pays for, say. the White House florist

or Pentagon procurement.
Managers of the Yucca Mountain
Project say their yearly appropriation from Congress needs almost to
double for the program to stay only
12 years behind schedule.
Lawmakers have been reluctant
to do that. For one thing, they have
not been pleased with the projectr
progress.

For another, every time Congress
gives more to Yucca Mountain operators. It must take from something
else - or Increase the federal defi.
cit.
-Doug

J. Swanson
I

i
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THE MONEY TRAIL: The $6 billion hole
WHERE IS AMERICA'S ATOMIC DUSTBIN?
Despite years of etlorl and billions in spending. the U.S. government still lacks a permanent repository
for the highly radioactive wastes produced by civilian nuclear power plants.

1942 Enrico Fermi achieves the first

controlled nuclear chain reaction.
AnexperiI951 mental
reactor produces the
Arsf electric power
harnessed from the
atom. illuminating four
li" buglbs.
1955 Te U.S.
A
V;w7 Atomic rs1
tnergy Commission
bou~nces a cooper-ww,

afse program
Enrico Ferml
beiween government
Ind industry to develop nuclear power plants.
The same year. the commission asks the
National Academy of Sciences to recommend
i method of storing nuclear wastes.
Eventually, the academy finds underground
storage most feasible.

for nuclear waste.
972 After more than $100 million is
spent. the Kansas site is withdrawn in the wake of public opposition and
technical problems.
19732 As oil-producing nations embargo
< < shipments to the United States.
U.S. utilities order 41 nuclear plants, a oneyear record.

1973

19477 The Cabinet-level Department of

Energy is created.
Numerous studies in and out of
government emphasize that no
national policy exists for dealing with nuclear
waste.
A major accident occurs at the
1979§ i Three Mile Island reactor in
Pennsylvania.

1978

I9001
980

Nuclear power generates more
eulertpwcity Oan
e mr.

1957 The
first full-scale nuclear power
1982
Congress passes the Nuclear
plant. at Shippingspon. Pa., goes
'70 Waste Policy Act. malr
aig the
on fine.

1970 Atomic Energy Commission pro-

*. a poses sant deposits in Lyons,
Kan.. as a permanent underground repository

Department of Energy responsible for locating and building an underground repository
for spent nuclear fuel. The department
selects nine sites in six states for study.

1988 Cent
U.S. electricity
higher thandemand
in 1973.is 50 per-

1992 110nuclearpowerplants
account
for nearly 22 percent of all elee-

tricity used in the United States. The amount
of spent fuel needing permanent storage
exceeds 20.000 tons.

993

Workers begin to blast a tunnel
into the side of Yucca Mountain.
the first major excavation of the project. At
this point, the study is at least 12 years
behind schedule. The projected cost of the
study alone has baflooned from $60 million to
more than S6 billion.
998 By law, the federal government is
to begin taking delivery of spent
fuel now stored at nuclear reactor sites.
2000 The amount of spent nuclear fuel
Is expected to be more than
40.000 tons.

I

-

-

I

:concern about nuclear power soars after the Three Mile Island acs

984
dmair
tnr^Aftmaet

Nuclear power generates more
electricity than gas or hydroelec-

source after coal.

1985 The Energy Departnents study of
possible spent-fuel repositories is

narrowed to sites In three states: Texas.
Washington and Nevada.

1 987 Congress
amends the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act. directing the
Energy Department to study only one site for
a repository: Yucca Mountain. Nev.

2 o01This
Is
the earliest possible date
for opening the Yucca Mountain

repository to receive spent fuel.
SOURCES: U.S. 0egarrim of Enemqy. U.S Council tor
Energy Awareness. The Nuclear Almanac
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Nevada
Saturday, June 5,1993
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Las Vegas Revlew-JoumallSun

Life of desert tortoise worth $100,000
" The death of one of ttie
reptiles at a constructicDn
site results in a fine ani d a
donation to the county ii
Representatives with Sliver State Leasing
Inc., charged In federal cowt INh taking of a
threatened desert tortose, entered a plea
agreement that resulted Friday In a $25,000
court fine and a $75,000 donation to the oounty.
The tortoise died during grading work at the
Pebble Creek subdivisin Slver State Leasing, according to the charges, began work prior
to submitting to a pemfittin process through
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which would
have conducted supveys to determine If tortolses were in the area.
Fridays plea before U.S. Disict Judge LUoyd
George came with some difficulty. The company had agreed to enter an Afford plea, in
which defendants don't admit gut, only that the
prosecution can prove its case.

when defense counsel Athur Eviy

ed by George Nthat was his position

ad that the plea was more a

legal
" strategy.

be much less expensive for us,-

*addnglateraJuryverdict of gulty

weadon'twanttorisI CHelater
government could make a Oprma

lant U.S. Attorney Daniel Schiss, appearng unsatisfied wih te statement, pressed
the Issue and Evwy eventually acknowledged
ere Is a substantial risk we could lose.
'But we could win, who knows what a jWys
going to do, Evry said moments later, adding
the company didn't want to spend $500,000
flgating the misdemeanor charge.
George eventually accepted the plea.
The $75,000 Is expected to go toward the
county's desert tortoise c
whih studles issues related

iot of research out there is pretly good. I know
they certainly need the money."
According to the agreement, tortoises are to
be removed from potential construction sites
after the surveys, and mitigation fees paid to
the county prior to construction work.
Following the tortoise's death, an employee
ot Cherokee Construction, a subcontractor involved In the Pebble Creek project, contacted
U.S. Fish and Wildlife authorities and related
the circumstances surrounding the Incident.
The employee, Arthur Payne, was fired from
his job.
Schiess said the plea does not preclude the
government from investigating Payne's dismissal He said authorities, Nthey chose to do
so, would have to determine whether the dismissal came under federal jurisdiction.
Schless sald the defense represented Payne

The government also released
Silver ' State Leasing from an order

speciessuchasrespratoy 11

Betty Bure, chahrwoman
advocacy goup, mid she w
substance ot the money go
*
lo be honest, I don't law
able in these types of cases StOpplI

:

ng work at the Pebble Creek
projec1L to
i0I:A'rF1VS.CIPG..
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INFRASTRUCTURE REDUCTION
ASSESSMENT TEAM (IRAT)

JTPCPOP16.GERTZ16-1 1-93

Department of Energy
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization
Project Office

WBS 1.2.9.1
QA:

N/A

P 0. Box 98608
Los %egas, NV 89193-8608

JUN 1 01993
Distribution
REQUEST TO SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE REDUCTION ASSESSMENT TEAM (IRAT)
(SCP: N/A)

As you are aware, in a continuing effort to reduce infrastructure costs, I
recently established two committees to independently evaluate the
reasonableness of infrastructure costs. Maxwell Blanchard and Robert
Barton have been tasked to implement a steering committee to apply a
systematic approach to infrastructure simplification (enclosed is my letter.
of May 12, 1993, and enclosures for additional information on this steering
committee). Additionally, an IRAT, consisting of representatives from the
technical participants and chaired by Larry Hayes, Technical Project
Officer, U.S. Geological Survey, has been established to largely
concentrate on identifying potential reductions to infrastructure that
supports site characterization efforts (see enclosure 2).
As an initial step the IRAT has decided to evaluate infrastructure costs
associated with selected surface-based and Exploratory Studies Facility
technical activities. The IRAT will attempt to identify the infrastructure
costs supporting site characterization work and the driving requirements
for these costs at each-of four stages of the technical activities:
Planning, Approval, Implementation, and Reporting.
In order for the IRAT to obtain the information needed for their
evaluation, some of your staff may be asked to participate in future
committee meetings and provide information. I expect your full support and
cooperation and that of your staff regarding this cost reduction evaluation
effort.
If you have any questions, please contact Robert V. Barton at (702)
794-7951.

YMP:CPG-4537

Enclosures:
1. Ltr, 5/12/93, Gertz to
Distribution, w/encls

2. Ltr, 3/25/93, Hayes to Gertz,
w/encl

YMP-5

Project Manager

UPDATE MEETINGS

JTPCPOP17.GERTZ/-1 1-93

UPDATE MEETINGS
* Tenth series of public update meetings
* Meetings held in Beatty, Las Vegas, and Reno
(May 10, 11, and 13)
* Low attendance
* Institutional staff is reviewing options to increase
effectiveness
* Comprehensive information available for those in
attendance

JTPCPOP18.GERTZ/6-1 1-93
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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UPCOMING EVENTS

* Rapid Excavation Tunneling Conference

6114193

* Board on Radioactive Waste
Management (National Research Council)

6122-25193

* American Nuclear Society

6/23/93

* U.S. Council for Energy Awareness Workshop

812-3193

* Second Annual Risk and Crisis Management

8/12/93

JTPCPOP2D.GERTZ6-1 1-9

JTPCPOP21 .GERTZtlO1 1-93
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LAS VEGAS DEPARTURE

Saturday, June 19; Saturday, July 24;
Saturday, August 21; and
Saturday, September 25, 1993
7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
The U.S. Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain Project
invites you to tour the Yucca Mountain area and talk to
scientists and staff members about ongoing studies.
Reservations should be made at least
14 days in advance by calling 794-7104
during business hours. Tours will
be filled on a first-come, first-serve
basis.
Yucca Mountain is about 100 miles
northwest of Las Vegas. To visit
the site, information such as
full names, addresses, social security
numbers, dates and places of birth,
and telephone numbers must be
provided when making a reservation.
The tour is open to any U.S. citizen
over the age of 14.

1--

The Yucca Mountain staff is looking
forward to your visit
_, .. s Irq.

dTt,

I

TOURYWFP3.125.INST

POST-TOUR SURVEYS REVEALED 88% OF
PUBLIC TOUR ATTENDEES FAVOR THE
STUDY OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN

Before

31113|
a | | 19
l

After

479

211

| W S l wI l |s o 5/9/9
As of 5/19/93

62%
28%
10%

Completely or somewhat
In favor of the study
Undecided
Completely or somewhat
opposed to the study

88%
8%
4%

Completely or somewhat
In favor of the study
Undecided
Completely or somewhat
opposed to the study

TUNNEL BORING MACHINE
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For Immediate Release:
June 1, 1993

News Media Contact:
Samantha Williams, 702/794-1875

YUCCA MOUNTAIN PURCHASES TUNNEL BORING MACHINE
The Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain Project through
Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Company has awarded a $13
million contract to Construction & Tunneling Services, Inc. of
Kent, Washington for the purchase of a Tunnel Boring Machine
(TBM).

The TBM will be used to tunnel the Exploratory Studies
The Exploratory Studies

Facility at Yucca Mountain, NV.

Facility, or ESF, will serve as an underground laboratory for
engineers and scientists to help determine if Yucca Mountain is
suitable for the geologic disposal of high level nuclear waste.
When completed, the ESF will be approximately a 22-kilometer
(13.6 mile) network of ramps and tunnels.
The TBM will be delivered to Yucca Mountain in the spring of
1994, where it will be assembled within the tunnel that is
currently being excavated by conventional drill and blast
tunnelling techniques.

The ESF will be completed in three to

four years after the TBM's.initial activation.
The TBM will be delivered to Yucca Mountain in multiple
truck shipments.

When assembled, it will weigh 720 tons, and

have a cutting diameter of 25 feet.

This electrically-powered,

-MOREYMP-93-08

a

U.& Zepmtmevt of F"W
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Mommin

t
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Las
a *gas, NV
NV 89193-8518

2

I

-2underground excavation machine will bore the full diameter of a
tunnel through various rock formations.
Services, Inc.

Construction & Tunneling

has recently been involved with the Los Angeles

Metro Project, the San Diego Water Authority, and the
Superconducting Super Collider Project in Texas.

TBM's have

been used for other large scale tunneling activities, such as the
English Channel Tunnel, the Paris Metro System, and the Chicago
Subway System.
As directed by Congress, the Department of Energy is
conducting site characterization studies at Yucca Mountain, NV to
determine its suitability for the disposal of high level nuclear
waste.

If at any time during these studies the site is found

unsuitable, studies will be stopped immediately and the site will
be restored to its natural state.

The ESF facility will help

scientists better understand the scientific conditions at Yucca
Mountain.
Note: Photos of a TBM machine are available. Please contact
Samantha Williams (794-1875) or Sean Patrick (794-7582) for
copies.
-30-
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TPO MEETING

STATUS OF ESF

PRESENTED BY

TED PETRIE
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT

JUNE 11, 1993
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PLANNED ESF DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
FY 93 - 95
FY93

Oct I

Jan

,Apr

I

I

I

_- ,.I--

.~

t

FY94
Apr

I
Jul

Oct

Jan
I

Jul

i

Oct

.

.

I

I

Jan

I

Deslgn north ramp, surface to TSL

a

Deslinn M.TA

V on TBr

r

Start ESF constnlction
+ Be4n TOM starter tunnel
Construct partial Egckage IA

02

g

A Begin proc

ent for

~V MTA mining equipment

Excavate north ramp

Excavate main TSL drift

south ramp(Excavate

I
Desl n 69kV system

sotnhf gphontstl

Procurefonstrut 69kV powoer

I

)IN

a
Ia
-1

V Receive TOM on site
Erect TBM

TIME
U^rf

I
II
I

A Befnprocurement
VSs

I Award TBM #1
+1
oontract

,i

+

I
I

a
DeEENMWM I

nmnnri~lf
59--

Oct

I

Design south ramp

I

Receive TOM+

Jul

I

Deslan TSL main drift

Title NI, Package IA'
Release &
TBM RFPV

Apr
I

I

Design north portal surface facilities Design south portal pad and hichwall
magNmagn

I

FY95

.J

i
I
I
I

O>69kV power avail.
at norh portal

Excavate MrA

Site prep south portal

(north portal)

Constr. change hose/portal ctrl bldg. Construct balance of north portal surface facilities
I
=1
Constr. balanci ) of Package IA
-

I

I
rl
sa
Geologic mapping, hlghwall & starter tunnel

I

Geoloole
mannIna.
--~~~~elol
man na.subsurfam
shsufne

K
I

r

fIBulk sanInlg/radlel boreholes

I

I

I
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Status as of: 6MMh
TPOSFDC7P.128/68-Q3

II

ESF DESIGN MILESTONES
Milestone/Activity

Planned

Expected

Start Title 11 design activity
Packages 1B and 2

10/1/92

10/1/92(A)

Start 50% review, Package 1B

4/12/93

4/12/93(A)

Start 50% review, Package 2

4/22/93

4/19/93(A)

Start 90% review, Package 1B

7/19/93

7/19/93(E)

Start 90% review, Package 2

8/11/93

8/11/93(E)

SESFPMAP6.12616-8-93

ESF CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES
Milestone/A

Planned

Expected

Submit recommended ESF underground
construction subcontractor to DOE for
approval (award)

9/15/92

1/29/93(A)

Release TBM RFP

11/16/92

12/16/92(A)

Start ESF site preparation

11/30/92

11/30/92(A)

Hold TBM pre-bid meeting

1/6/93

1/7/93(A)

SESFPMSP8.126/5-18-93

* ESF CONSTRUCTION MILESTONES
(CONTINUED)

Planned

Expected

Receive proposals for 1st TBM

219/93

2/9/93(A)

Start excavation of North Ramp
starter tunnel

4/2/93

4/2/93(A)

Award TBM contract

4/15/93

5/27/93(A)

Award underground
construction contract

10/15/92

6/30/93(E)

Complete 61 meters (200ft)
starter tunnel

9/20/93

9/20/93(E)

MilestoneLActivity

H1,

SESFPM6P9.126B6493

CONSTRUCTION STATUS
(END OF MAY)

* North Portal pad brought up to rough grade
- Slot excavation completed, bolted and meshed,
and mapped
* Excavation started on starter tunnel. Pilot drift is
in approximately 31 meters as of 5/31/93, and the
north and south slashes are in 29 meters.

SESFPMSP37.12I6&93

STARTER TUNNEL PROGRESS

C-06D or-MA P

TOP HEADING

STARTER TUNNEL

BACK O THE CONCRETEKEADWALL

BENCH HEADING
STARTER TUNNEL

61 meers
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TBM PROCUREMENT
The contract for the first TBM was awarded
on May 27 1993
The contract went to:
Construction and Tunneling Services, Inc. (CTS)
1609 South Central Avenue, Suite H
Kent, Washington 98032
CTS president:

Bruce Moulton

SESFPMAP3S.126d6-8.93

GENERAL INFORMATION ON CTS TBM
Gripper Shield TBM - Model 760

Turning Radius

500 feet

Weight

800 tons

Length

220 feet

Name Plate Power:

3,800 horsepower

SESFPM6P39.126t6-8-M3
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Russ Dyer
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REGULATORY AND SITE EVALUATION DIVISION
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT
SURFACE BASED TESTING
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Site Characterization Field Activities in Progress
SOAmM TITLE

ACTIVcTY

8.3.1.3.2.1

Mineralogy, Petrology, and Rock Chemistry of Transport Pathways

Outcrop Sampling

8.3.1.3.2.2

Mineralogic and Geochemical Alteration

Outcrop Sampling

8.3.1.4.2.2

Structural Features Within Site Area1

Surface & ESF Mapping

8.3.1.8.5.1

Characterization of Volcanic Features

Test pits, Trenching

8.3.1.14.2

Soil and Rock Properties of Potential Location of Surface Facilities

Test pits, trenching, ramp
exploration holes

8.3.1.17.4.2

Location and Recency of Faulting Near Prospective Surface Facilities Trench mapping

8.3.1.17.4.3

Quatemary Faulting Within 100 km of Yucca Mountain

Surface mapping

8.3.1.17.4.4

Quatemary Faulting in NE-Trending Fault Zones

Surface mapping

8.3.1.17.4.10

Geodetic Leveling

Traversing

8.3.1.17.4.6

Quatemary Faulting Within She Area

Trench Mapping

8.3.1.2.1.1

Precipitation and Meteorological Monitoring for Regional Hydrology

On-going measurements

8.3.1.2.1.2

Runoff and Streamflow

Ongoing measurements

As of 6/11/93

Site Characterization Field Activities in Progress
continued
TITLE
8.3.1.2.2.1

Unsaturated Zone Infiltration
I

Drilling/logging of neutronaccess holes; ponding
tests

8.3.1.2.2.2

Water Movement Tracer Tests

CI-36 measurements

8.3.1.2.2.3

Percolation in the Unsaturated Zone

UZ drilling/testing

8.3.1.2.6

Gaseous Phase Movement Inthe Unsaturated Zone

UZ drilling/testing

8.3.1.2.2.7

Unsaturated Zone Hydrochemistry

UZ drilling/testing

8.3.1.2.3.1

Site Saturated Zone Groundwater Flow System

On-going monitoring

8.3.1.2.3.2

Saturated Zone Hydrochemistry

On-going monitoring

8.3.1.15.1.8

InSitu Design Infiltration

Construction monitoring/
testing

As of 6/11/93

I

C-WELL TESTING
Study Plan: 8.3.1.2.3.1
Status:

USGS initiated prototype testing at Raymond
Quarry 12/92 -- Ongoing
LANL indicates readiness
I
Pipeline design review -- May 30, 1993

Planned Activities:

Develop QA procedures during prototyping
(USGS/LBL) Ongoing--Raymond Quarry, CA

0IJ-kimp

_

Developing work program for pump test -Estimate 15 July 1993 Start date
Pipeline construction -- mid-June 1993

Concerns:

Delays in starting pipeline construction cause
slip in scheduled start date

As of 6/11/93

I

GEOPHYSICAL REFLECTION SURVEY
SP: 8.3.1.4.2.1

Planned start date:

Postponed to FY 1994 .

Status:

Bids for the Seismic Reflection Contract
came in over budget; decision was made to
postpone activity to FY 1994
Funds set aside in FY 1993 for Seismic
Reflection Survey were redistributed for
other scientific needs

Concerns:

Ability to develop RFP for FY 1994
contract as soon as possible

Solutions:

Work with USGS to identify priorities in
developing RFP

As of 6/11/93

UNSATURATED ZONE
PERCOLATION
USW UZ-16
Status:

Completed Drilling March 11, 1993
TD 1686.16'

Testing Urderway:
-- C02, CH 4 , SF6 , C14 and C1 3/12 samples
taken
-- Neutron log completed for baseline
information
----

Planned Activities:

Gas composition changes monitored

Caliper, Resistivity, Neutron, Gammagamma and magnetic logs completed
Air flow survey measurements completed
with anamometers

Begin packer preparation and installation
Collect additional gas samples
Conduct geophysical logging
(May through September 1993)
1
-As of 6/11/93

UNSATURATED ZONE
PERCOLATION
USW UZ-14

Status:

Drilling Started April 15, 1993
Core Depth as of June 8, 1993 - 692.36'

Concerns:

Core recovery rates low due to jointed
material encountered; rock fragments block
circulation system

Solutions:

Continue drilling assuring balanced air
flow with drill monitoring system

Planned Activities:

Continue drilling

As of 6/11/93

UNSATURATED ZONE
NATURAL INFILTRATION
SP: 8.3.1.2.2.1
Status:

Completed eleven Phase 2 boreholes
(N-31, N-32, N-63, N-33, N34, N-57,
N-58, N-59, N-61, N-35, N-62) as of
3-10-93
N-85 artificial infiltration testing
completed March 26, 1993

144*4 (61t

Planned Activities:

N-39 staked and ready for
environmental clearances

Drill N-39 when prerequistes complete

As of 6/11/93

MIDWAY VALLEY
SP 8.3.1.17.4.2

Status:

Mapping of trench MWVT-4
(Trench 17) in progress
Soils Descriptions in test pits in
progress

Planned Activities:

Complete trench excavation at Alice
Ridge trenches
Prepare Midway-Valley final report

.

_

As of 6/11/93

QUATERNARY FAULTING - REGION
SP: 8.3.1.17.4.3
Status:

Preparation of strip map along Bare
Mountain fault is in progress
USGS has identified four trench sites
on the Bare Mountain fault and nine
soil test pits to investigate alluvial fan
chronology
Excavation of Trench BMT-2
completed May 14, 1993, mapping is
underway

Planned Activities:

Remaining trenches will be excavated this
summer following environmental compliance
approval

As of 6/11/93

QUATERNARY FAULTING - SITE AREA
SP: 8.3.1.4.2.2
Status:

Mapping of trenches and cleared
exposures along Paintbrush Canyon
fault, Stagecoach Road fault, and
Solitarto Canyon fault are in progress
Draft trench maps were completed and
discussed during the NRC site visit
May 25/26,1 993

Planned Activities:

Preliminary FY 93 trenching program
has been provided to YMPO, schedule
isbeing developed for additional new
trenches inFY 93

As of 6/11/93

FRAN RIDGE PIT AND PAVEMENT MAPPING
SP: 8.3.1.4.2.2
Status:

Pit excavation, pavement cleaning, and
stereophotography are complete
Detailed site mapping of pavement in
progreds
Soil removal and surface cleaning for
Engineered Barrier Test (Large Block
Testing) adjacent to Fran Ridge Pit and
Pavement area was initiated May 24,
1993 and is in progress
Study Plan for Large Block Test being
finalized

Planned Activities:

Remaining pavement area undergoing
mapping concurrent with ESF tunnel
mapping

As of 6/11/93

SOIL AND ROCK PROPERTIES
RAMP BOREHOLES
SP: 8.3.1.14.2
Status:

NRG-2 Borehole drilling completed 1/28/93
Deepening began 5/28/93; completed to 294.06' - 6/7/93

NRG-6 Borehole drilling completed 3/3/93
NRG-3 Borehole drilling completed 3/30/93
NRG-5 Borehole drilling started 4/20/93
--

Deepening began 5/28/93 Cored to 995'; Drilling reached
1252.74' as of 6/7/93; (TD: 1300 ft. ± 50') 'ns' 44. -c414

NRG-2A Borehole drilling completed May 21, 1993
Planned Activities:

NRG-5 - Anticipate complete with deepening

June 10, 1993

NRG-4 Borehole drilling start June 15, 1993
-- Road and pad construction began 5/17/93

SRG-5 Borehole drilling start July 1993
As of 6/11/93

I

I

ESF TESTING
Status:

ZL1ISOA

C SSJ~LC.S

/\1c)

rnoltA

Phased geologic mapping of crown drift
in progress to Station 0+94
Mapping of Fight and Left Slashes in
progress as lash excavations reach crown
drift face
Starter Tunnel Tests in progress
- Underground Mapping Test
- Consolidated Sampling Test
- Construction Monitoring Test

Planned Activities:

Initiation of Planning
- Hydrochemistry Tests in the ESF
- Radial Borehole Tests in the ESF
- Hydrologic Properties of Major Faults
Encountered in the ESF

As of 6/11/93

ESF Portal Mapping
Photogrammetry
Target Locations

Photogrammetry
Target Locations

Photogrammetry
Target Horizontal
Spacing = 4-6 ft

As of 6/11/93

ESF Testing Planning Prioritization
ESF TEST PLANNING-PHASE I
TCO Test Event Name

Test Name-(SCP Activity)

WBS Number
SCP Number

Geologic Mapping - North
Portal Wall and Slot

Underground Geologic
Mapping

1.2.3.2.2.1.2
8.3.1.4.2.2 R2

Construction

Ongoing
(Feb 1993)

ESF TEST PLANNING-PHASE II

Construction
or Deferred

Start Date
In Field

l

Geologic Mapping Starter Tunnel

Underground Geologic
Mapping

1.2.3.2.2.1.2
8.3.1.4.2.2 R2

Construction

April 2,1993

Perched Water - Starter
Tunnel (contingency)

Perched Water Testing in the
ESF

1.2.3.3.1.2.4
8.3.1.2.2.4 RI

Construction

Contingency
April 2,1993

Consolidated Sampling Starter Tunnel

Matrix Hydrologic Properties
Testing

1.2.3.3.1.2.3
8.3.1.2.?.3

Construction/
Deferred

May 3, 1993

History of Mineralogic and
Geochemical Aleration of YM

1.2.3.2.1.1.2
8.3.1.3.2.2

Constniction/
Deferred

May 1993

Chloride and Chlorne-36
Measurements of Percolation
at Yucca Mtn

1.2.3.3.1.2.2
8.3.1.2.2.2 RI

Construction/
Deferred

May 1993

Evaluation of Mining Methods

1.2.4.2.1.1.4

Construction

April 2,1993

Construction

April 22,1993

Construction Monitoring Starter Tunnel

8.3.1.15.1.8
Monitoring of Ground Support
Systems

1.2.4.2.1.1.4
8.3.1.15.1.8

As of 6/11/93

ESF Testing Planning Prioritization
continued
ESF TEST PLANNING-PHASE IIA

/AJ
Alf-0
1
5t0

TCO Test Event Name

Test Name-(SCP Activity)

WBS Number
SCP Number

Constnuction
or Deferred

Start Date
In Field

Radial Borehole Testing

Radial Borehole Testb In

1.2.3.3.1.2.4

Deferred

Nov 1993

the ESF

8.3.1.2.2.4
Deferred

Nov 1993
TBD

Hydrochemistry Testing
Hydrologic Properties of

Major Faults

Hydrochemistry Tests in

1.2.3.3.1.2.4

the ESF

8.3.1.2.2.4

Hydrologic Properties of

1.2.3.3.1.2.4

Construction/

8.3.1.2.2.4

Deferred

Major Faults Encountered
In the ESF

As of 6/11/93

ILLUSTRATION, HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES OF MAJOR FAULTS
ENCOUNTERED IN THE EXPLORATORY STUDIES FACILITY

(ii

FAULT

ACTIVE CONSTRUCTION I
I
AND EQUIPMENT

I

RAMP OR DRIFT
CENTER LINE

> I RAMP DIA

AIR COREI
BOREHOLE

ADMINISTRATIVE USE ONLY

D.J. WEAVER
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5/19/93
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FOR HYDROLOGY TESTING OF MAJOR FAULTS
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0
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0

I'
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PARALLEL TO FAULT
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0
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ADMINISTRATIVE USE ONLY
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I

VOLCANISM STUDIES
SP: 8.3.1.8.1.1 and 8.3.1.8.5.1
Status:

LANL Technical Report (draft) completed 3/4/93 -prelude to upcoming NRC interaction
Response to NRC Phase 11 comments on SP
8.3.1 .8.1 11 completed 3/9/93
Effects Studies underway
NRC Technical Exchange - 6/93

Concerns:

Geochronology Problems nearly resolved
Magma Cham bers--Teleseismic Tomography

Solutions:

Continue Geochronology Program--Lathrop
Wells Study Complete, Starting Sleeping
Butte/Crater Flat
Geophysics Review: External Consultant
George Thompson--Stanford University

Planned Activities:

Complete final LANL technical report - 9/93
Submit Study Plan 8.3.1.8.1.2 - 6/93
As of 6/11/93

STUDY PLAN STATUS

Not Submitted to YMPO
InScreening Review
In Project Office Review
Awaiting Comment Resolution
InProject Office Verification Audit
Preparing to submit or awaiting Project
Office Approval
Awaiting submission to the NRC
NRC Phase 1 Review
NRC Acceptance
Total:

Initial
Plans
40
0
2
2
7
1
1
11
41
104

Major
Revisions
0
0
1
3
4
0
0
0
5
13

As of 6/11/93

ENCLOSURE 19

CLIMATOLOGY FIELD TRIP
TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 1993
LEAVE SAN TROPEZ

7:00 AM
8:00

PIT STOP PAHRUMP, NV. (LV 8:15)

8:45

STOP 1. DEVIL'S HOLE (LV 9:10)

-

9:20

Devil's Hole is a sink hole, along a fault, at which the level of the regional water table
can be directly observed. The pupfish which inhabit the fragile habitat are an endangered
species, as a result,a regional control on water use has been established. Stable isotope
measurements from the Devil's Hole calcite spanning more than 300,000 years are an
indirect local climate record. The samples were collected below the water surface to
avoid the effects of weathering. Local vegetation is xerophytic, halophytic and
representative of typical desert scrub. Precipitation is probably about 6 inches per year.
STOP 2. AMARGOSA DESERT CLAY DEPOSITS (LV 9:30)
These clay deposits represent alteration of volcanic ash in a Pleistocene lake. The nature
of the clays changes as one travels away from the base of the Montgomery Mountains.
This is a result of the change from the magnesium-rich spring waters near the mountains
to -the saline waters in the central portion of the lake.

9:40

STOP 3. FAIRMONT SPRINGS (LV 9:50)
Fairmont Springs is the northernmost spring of the Ash Meadows spring system. It is
believed that the water is forced upward along a buried impermeable fault zone. The
Vegetative change around the oasis shows the response of flora and fauna to the water
supply. The same desert climate, as elsewhere, is in place but a different surface
hydrologic regime has been imposed on the area.

10:30 AT-NEVADA TEST SITE GATE 510 FOR BADGING (LV 10:50)
11:15 STOP 4.
JI

'DOE FIELD OPERATIONS CENTER (FOC) FOR YUCCA MOUNTAIN
PROJECT (LV 12:50)

Briefing by staff hydrologist.
Briefing by staff climatologist/meteorologist
Lunch

1

1:15 PM

STOP 5.

NORTH PORTAL OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES FACILITY (ESF)
(LV 2:00)

DOE is in the process of excavating the ESF within the Miocene Paintbrush tuffs. Note
the nature and fracture characteristics of the near surface tuff.
2:30

STOP 6

CREST OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN (LV 3:00)

Regional setting of Yucca Mountain can be readily observed. Note vegetation, volcanic
cinder cones, Bare Mountain and gold mines, Solitario Canyon, various dry washes,
balanced rocks, stone striping, Fortymile Wash, Calico HillsStriped Hills, Little Skull
Mountain, and other landmarks.
3:30

ARRIVE FOC - HEAD FOR EXIT GATE (LV 3:45)

4:00

LEAVE NTS VIA GATE 510

4:40

AT LEE CANYON TURNOFF INTO SPRING MOUNTAINS

5:10

STOP 7

HEAD OF LEE CANYON (LV 5:30)

Note vegetative changes indicative of precipitation and temperature changes as one
increases elevation in the Spring Mountains. Lee Canyon is a ski area. Regional
geology will be discussed.
7:00 PM

ARRIVE ST. TROPEZ (AFTER A BUSY DAY)
See you at 8:00 A.M. on June 30, 1993 in the Presidential Suite for our day of issue
discussion and consensus investigation.

2

